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Abstract
We introduce Stochastic String MultiSet Rewriting (sSMSR), and propose this for-
malism as an intermediate language for the simulation of biomolecular systems.
Higher level formalisms for biological systems description can be translated into
sSMSR, and the features of sSMSR allow the development of efficient simulators. In
this paper we show the encoding into sSMSR of two formalisms for the description
of biological systems, namely Stochastic CLS and the Stochastic π–calculus. We
prove soundness and completeness of both the encodings.
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1 Introduction
Stochastic simulation of biomolecular systems is usually based on Gillespie’s
framework [11] which describes a system as a multiset of elements represent-
ing molecules. A system transformation due to a chemical reaction among
molecules is described as the replacement, in the multiset representing the sys-
tem, of the elements representing reactants with those representing products
of the reaction. These replacements are made with a frequency that depends
on an exponentially distributed random variable. Multisets and their transfor-
mations, which can be formalized as Stochastic MultiSet Rewriting (sMSR)
[12], can be easily implemented and many tools exist for the purpose.
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In the last years the need has arisen to describe biological phenomena at
system level. This can be done by ignoring structural and behavioral details
of individual system components and by taking into account organization of
components in compartments and interaction capabilities of these components.
The formalism sMSR does not allow descriptions at this high level and, con-
sequently, many new formalisms, sometimes adaptions of existing ones, have
been proposed. We mention, as examples, the κ–calculus [9], the Stochas-
tic π–calculus [18], BioAmbients [19], Brane Calculi [6], P Systems [15] and
Stochastic CLS [13]. For some of the mentioned formalisms specific simula-
tors exist (e.g. SPiM [21] based on the Stochastic π–calculus, and CytoSim
and PSym [16] based on P Systems and the CLSm [20] based on Stochas-
tic CLS). However, in general, the development of simulators for formalisms
which allow the description of complex biological structures and operations
may require the use of complex data structures and algorithms. Moreover, the
translation from a high level formalism into sMSR, which allows the use of
existing simulators, may pose some difficulties or be impossible at all due to
the non Turing-completeness of sMSR. Hence the idea arises of defining an
intermediate language into which high level descriptions can be translated and
for which an efficient simulator can be developed.
In this paper we propose an extension of sMSR, called Stochastic String Mul-
tiSet Rewriting (sSMSR), in which multiset elements are strings and rewrite
rules are extended with some features that ease the translation of higher level
formalisms. Among these features we have variables, that can be used to match
either individual symbols or portions of the strings which are involved in the
application of a rule. Moreover, we have a unique matching operator and a
maximal matching operator, which allow a rule to be applicable to a multiset
of strings only if such a multiset contains a single string with a certain prefix
(unique matching), or only if all the strings with the same given prefix are in-
volved in the rule application (maximal matching). Finally, we have that fresh
symbols, namely symbols that are present neither in the multiset of strings
to which the rule is applied, nor in any other rewrite rule, can be generated
when a rewrite rule is applied.
The features of sSMSR can ease the translation of high level languages. The
idea is to compute from a tree representation of a term of a high level language
a multiset of strings, each representing a path from the root of the tree to a
leaf. Variables in sSMSR rewrite rules can be used to encode variables in the
high level language. Unique and maximal matchings can be used to translate
high level languages with a notion of membrane: the former operator can be
used to encode operations which require that a membrane contains a precise
number of elements, and the latter operator can be used to encode operations
that apply on the whole content of a membrane.
The use of strings as multiset elements and of operations on strings in rewrite
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rules allows the development of a simulator for sSMSR based on efficient data
structures and pattern matching algorithms. Moreover, by developing anal-
ysis and verification techniques on this rather simple intermediate language,
one could apply such techniques to study systems described in a higher level
language via translation into sSMSR.
Most of high level description languages belong to two main classes of for-
malisms, namely process calculi and rewriting systems. In order to show that
sSMSR can be suitably used as an intermediate language, we define the en-
coding into sSMSR of two formalisms which are representative of the two
mentioned classes, namely Stochastic CLS and the Stochastic π–calculus. The
former has been shown to be suitable for describing various kinds of biological
phenomena and it has been chosen also because the rewriting mechanism on
which it is based makes the translation into sSMSR easy to understand. The
latter has been widely used for the description of biological systems and many
other formalisms are defined as extensions of the Stochastic π–calculus. We
prove soundness and completeness for both the encodings we give.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we recall the definition of
sMSR. In Section 3 we define sSMSR as an extension of sMSR. In Section 4
we show the encoding of Stochastic CLS and in Section 5 the encoding of the
Stochastic π–calculus. Finally, in Section 6 we mention some related works
and conclude.
2 Stochastic MultiSet Rewriting
In this section we recall the Stochastic MultiSet Rewriting (sMSR) [12]. The
syntax we give differs slightly from that given in [12].
Let us assume a countably infinite alphabet E ranged over by a, b, c, . . .. Terms
of sMSR are multisets defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Multisets) Multisets M are given by the following grammar:
M ::= ǫ
∣∣∣ a ∣∣∣ M |M
where a ∈ E and ǫ is the empty multiset. We denote with M the set of all
multisets.
In the syntax of multisets an alphabet symbol a represents the singleton {a}
and M1 | M2 represents the union of multisets M1 and M2. We assume the
structural congruence ≡ to be the least congruence on multisets satisfying
axioms M1|M2 ≡ M2|M1, M1|(M2|M3) ≡ (M1|M2)|M3 and M |ǫ ≡ M .
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The structural congruence ≡ allows us to formally define the algebraic multiset
operations ∈, ⊆, ⊂, ∪, ∩ and \ on sMSR terms. For example, a ∈ M
corresponds to ∃M ′ ∈ M.M ≡ a | M ′ and M ⊆ M ′ corresponds to ∃M ′′ ∈
M.M ′ ≡ M | M ′′. Furthermore, given a multiset M ∈ M we denote with
M the set of all the distinct objects that appear in M , namely M = {a ∈
E | a ∈ M}, and we assume a function n : M× E → N such that n(M, a)
gives the number of occurrences of object a in the multiset M . For example,
n(a | a, a) = 2 and n(a | a, b) = 0.
Definition 2 (Stochastic Rewrite Rules) A stochastic rewrite rule is a
triple (M1,M2, k), denoted as M1
k
7→ M2, where M1,M2 ∈ M, M1 6≡ ǫ and
k ∈ R. With ℜ we denote the set of all stochastic rewrite rules.
In the following we will often write R : M1
k
7→ M2 to mean that R can be used
as a shorter notation for the stochastic rewrite rule M1
k
7→ M2. Stochastic
rewrite rules can be used to describe possible evolutions of a multiset. A rule
M1
k
7→M2 applied to a multiset M replaces one of the occurrences ofM1 in M
with M2. In accordance with Gillespie’s algorithm [11], the rate of application
of the rule is given by k multiplied by the number of combinations of M1 in
M . Namely,
Rate(k,M1,M) = k ·
∏
a∈M1
(
n(M, a)
n(M1, a)
)
.
The function Rate is used in the definition of the semantics of sMSR.
Definition 3 (Semantics) Given a finite set of stochastic rewrite rules R ⊂
ℜ, the semantics of sMSR is the least transition relation
R,r
−−→, with R ∈ R and
r ∈ IR, closed with respect to ≡ and satisfying the following inference rule:
R : M1
k
7→M2 ∈ R
M1 |M3
R, Rate(k,M1,M1|M3)
−−−−−−−−−−−−→M2 |M3
The semantics is a labeled transition system in which each transition corre-
sponds to the application of a stochastic rewrite rule. The label of a transition
contains the rule that has been applied and the application rate of such a
rule. The label contains the applied rule in order to distinguish two transi-
tions between the same states and with the same rate, but caused by the
application of different rules. The following example shows such a situation:
given M ≡ a | a | a | b, R1 : a
2
7→ c and R2 : a | b
2
7→ c | b we have that
Rate(2, a,M) = Rate(2, a | b,M) = 6. By applying R1 and R2 to M we ob-
tain these two transitions M
R1,6−−→ a | a | b | c and M
R2,6−−→ a | a | b | c,
respectively, that are distinguished only by the rule in the label.
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An sMSR model is a pair 〈M,R〉 where M is a multiset modeling the ini-
tal state of the described systems and R is a set of stochastic rewrite rules
modeling the events that may occur in the system.
3 Stochastic String MultiSet Rewriting
In this section we introduce the Stochastic String MultiSet Rewriting (sSMSR)
as an extension of sMSR. The formalism sSMSR extends sMSR with strings,
rather than individual alphabet symbols, as multiset elements, and with richer
rewrite rules. The formalism sSMSR is also the stochastic extension of the
String MultiSet Rewriting formalism presented in [2].
As in sMSR we assume a countably infinite alphabet E ranged over by a, b, c, . . ..
We assume also a total order ≺ on alphabet symbols. Given a finite subset A
of E , we denote with max(A) the greatest symbol in A with respect to ≺, and
with next(A) the least symbol a such that max(A) ≺ a. Similarly, we denote
with maxn(A) the set of the n least symbols that are greater than max(A).
Definition 4 (Terms) String multisets MS and strings S are given by the
following grammar:
MS ::= S
∣∣∣ MS |MS
S ::= ǫ
∣∣∣ a ∣∣∣ S · S
where a ∈ E and ǫ is the empty string. We denote withMS the set of all string
multisets and with S the set of all strings.
Strings over E can be constructed by means of the concatenation operator ·,
with ǫ representing the concatenation of zero elements. Multisets of strings
can be constructed by means of the union operator |. Note that any multiset
of sMSR is also a string multiset of sSMSR, namely M⊂MS . As for sMSR,
we assume a structural congruence relation ≡ on string multisets. In this case
we need also a similar relation ≡S on strings defined as the least congruence
satisfying axioms S1 ·(S2 ·S3) ≡S (S1 ·S2)·S3 and ǫ·S ≡S S ·ǫ ≡S S. Hence, the
structural congruence ≡ on string multisets is the least congruence including
≡S and satisfying axioms M1|M2 ≡ M2|M1, M1|(M2|M3) ≡ (M1|M2)|M3 and
M |ǫ ≡M . The definition of algebraic operations on multisets of sMSR can be
trivially extended to string multisets of sSMSR.
Now we introduce sSMSR patterns, that are terms enriched with variables
and with two different matching operators. We assume a countably infinite
set of variables V = VE ∪ VS ∪ VM where VE is a countably infinite set of
element variables, ranged over by x, y, z, . . ., VS is a countably infinite set of
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string variables, ranged over by x˜, y˜, z˜, . . ., and VM is a countably infinite set
of multiset variables, ranged over X, Y, Z, . . .. We assume VE ,VS and VM to
be pairwise disjoint and that, as for alphabet symbols, a total order ≺ exists
on element variables. We assume also that for each multiset variable X there
exists a countably infinite subset of VS , denoted VS(X), for which an ordering
is defined. We denote the elements of VS(X) as x˜i, where i is the position of
the element in the ordering. Moreover, we assume that for any X, Y ∈ VM
such that X 6= Y , it holds VS(X) ∩ VS(Y ) = ∅.
Definition 5 (Patterns) Multiset patterns MP and string patterns SP are
given by the following grammar:
MP ::= SP
∣∣∣ MP |MP ∣∣∣ {|SP |}X ∣∣∣ {SP}
SP ::= ǫ
∣∣∣ a ∣∣∣ SP · SP ∣∣∣ x˜ ∣∣∣ x
where ǫ is the empty string, a ∈ E , x ∈ VE , x˜ ∈ VS and X ∈ VM. We denote
with MP and SP the sets of all multiset and string patterns, respectively.
A string pattern is a concatenation of alphabet symbols, element variables
and string variables, with ǫ representing the concatenation of zero elements.
A multiset pattern is either a string pattern, or a union of multiset patterns,
or a maximal matching {|SP |}X , or a unique matching {SP}. We assume the
structural congruence relation to be trivially extended to multiset patterns.
Multiset patterns are used to define stochastic rewrite rules of sSMSR. A
stochastic rewrite rule is composed by a pair of multiset patterns and a rate
constant. The first multiset pattern of the pair describes the term that is
modified by an application of the rule and the second describes how the term
changes after the application. Variables in patterns allow a rewrite rule to be
applicable to any term that can be obtained by properly instantiating them.
The maximal matching operator {|SP |}X represents a multiset of strings which
have as prefix the same instantiation of the string pattern SP . The unique
matching operator {SP} represents the multiset containing a single string
obtained as instantiation of the string pattern SP ; the union of n copies
of an instance of this operator represents the multiset containing exactly n
(identical) strings obtained as instantiations of the string pattern SP . Roughly
speaking, the maximal matching operator allows a rewrite rule to rewrite all
the occurrences of strings with the same prefix (the instantiation of SP ) that
are contained in a string multiset. On the contrary, a rewrite rule containing in
its left pattern n copies of the unique matching operator {SP} is applicable
only to string multisets containing exactly n copies of a string obtained by
instantiating SP . For example, given the string multiset M = {a ·b ·c | a ·b ·c |
a · b · d | c · d | c · d · e}, the maximal matching {|a · b|}X represents the string
multiset {a · b · c | a · b · c | a · b · d}, that is the multiset of all the strings
in M prefixed by a · b. As regards the unique matching we have that a rule
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containing a single occurrence of {c · d} in its left pattern could be applied to
M , while a rule containing a single occurrence of {a · b · c} in its left pattern
could not, because M contains more than one copy of a · b · c.
An instantiation is a function σ : VE ∪ VS → E ∪ S such that σ(x) ∈ E
and σ(x˜) ∈ S for x ∈ VE and x˜ ∈ VS , respectively. We denote with Σ the
set of all instantiations. Given MP ∈ MP, with MPσ we denote the multi-
set obtained by replacing each occurrence of an element or string variable v
appearing in MP with the corresponding instantiation σ(v). Given a set of
variables V ⊆ VE ∪ VS , we denote with σ(V ) the set {σ(v) | v ∈ V }. Note
that instantiations are not defined for multiset variables. In the semantics of
sSMSR such variables, which appear only as subscripts of maximal matching
operators, will be replaced by a set of string variables before pattern instan-
tiation. This replacement will be performed by applying a pattern expansion
function.
Definition 6 (Pattern Expansion) A pattern expansion is a function 〈 〉 :
MP × (VM → IN)→M recursively defined as follows:
〈SP 〉ρ = 〈{SP}〉ρ = SP
〈{|SP |}X〉ρ = SP · x˜1 | . . . | SP · x˜ρ(X)
〈MP1 |MP2〉ρ = 〈MP1〉ρ | 〈MP2〉ρ
where x˜i is the i-th element of VS(X).
A pattern expansion transforms each maximal matching operator {|SP |}X into
a union of sequence patterns, all with the same prefix SP and each followed by
a different sequence variable. The number of sequence patterns to be created
by the expansion of a maximal matching operator is given by an auxiliary
function ρ : VM → IN which is a parameter of the pattern expansion function.
The result of the expansion of the unique matching operator containing a
sequence pattern is the sequence pattern itself and, analogously, the expansion
of a sequence pattern is the sequence pattern itself.
Given a multiset pattern MP , we denote with V ar(MP ) the set containing
all element and string variables occurring in MP and all sets VS(X) for each
multiset variable X occurring in MP . For example, V ar(a · x˜ | a ·x | {|d|}Y ) =
{x˜, x} ∪ {y˜i|i ∈ N}. Moreover, we denote with Symbols(MP ) the set of all
alphabet symbols occurring in MP . For example, Symbols(a · x˜ | a · x |
{d · e}) = {a, d, e}. We assume V ar and Symbols to be trivially extended
to sets of sSMSR patterns. Given a multiset pattern MP , we say that an
alphabet symbol a is fresh in MP if a 6∈ Symbols(MP ).
Now we can define stochastic rewrite rules of sSMSR.
Definition 7 (Stochastic Rewrite Rules) A stochastic rewrite rule is a
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triple (MP1,MP2, k), denoted as MP1
k
7→ MP2, where MP1,MP2 ∈ MP,
MP1 6≡ ǫ, MP1 6≡ MP2, (V ar(MP2) \ V ar(MP1)) ⊂ VE and k ∈ IR. With ℜ
we denote the set of all possible stochastic rewrite rules.
As in sMSR we will often write R : MP1
k
7→MP2 to mean that R can be used
as a shorter notation for the stochastic rewrite rule MP1
k
7→ MP2. Given a
stochastic rewrite rule R : MP1
k
7→ MP2, we write V ar(R) for V ar(MP1) ∪
V ar(MP2) and Symbols(R) for Symbols(MP1) ∪ Symbols(MP2). Moreover,
given a set of rules R, we write Symbols(R) for
⋃
R∈R Symbols(R).
In a stochastic rewrite rule MP1
k
7→ MP2 some element variables may appear
in MP2 but not in MP1. We call these variables free and we denote them with
FV (MP1
k
7→ MP2), namely FV (MP1
k
7→ MP2) = {v | v ∈ V ar(MP2) ∧ v 6∈
V ar(MP1)}. We call variables appearing in MP1 bound, namely BV (MP1
k
7→
MP2) = V ar(MP1).
We permit free variables to be used in stochastic rewrite rules to allow gen-
eration of fresh symbols during rewrite rule applications. In particular, in the
semantics of rule application we will require that all the free variables are
instantiated to symbols that are fresh with respect to the string multiset to
which the rule is applied and with respect to all the stochastic rewrite rules.
This means that free variables have a meaning similar to the existentially
quantified variables in first–order multiset rewriting [7].
Now we define the semantics of sSMSR. In the definition we assume the func-
tion Rate introduced in Section 2 to be extended to string multisets as follows
Rate(k,M1,M) = k ·
∏
S∈M1
(
n(M,S)
n(M1, S)
)
where n(M,S) and M are the extensions of the corresponding functions de-
fined in Section 2. The former gives the number of occurrences of string S as
complete strings (not as portions of longer strings) in the string multiset M
and the latter the set of strings occurring as complete strings in the string
multiset M . For example, given M ≡ a · b | a · b · c | a · b | a · c, we have
n(M, a · b) = 2 and M = {a · b, a · b · c, a · c}.
Definition 8 (Semantics) Given a finite set of stochastic rewrite rules R ⊂
ℜ, the semantics of sSMSR is the least labeled transition relation
R,M,r
−−−→, with
R ∈ R,M ∈ M and r ∈ IR, closed with respect to ≡ and satisfying the
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following inference rule:
R : MP1
k
7→ MP2 ∈ R σ ∈ Σ ∃ρ.(〈MP1〉ρ)σ ≡M1 ∧ (〈MP2〉ρ)σ ≡M2
∀S ∈ {SPσ | {|SP |}X ∈MP1 ∨ {SP} ∈ MP1}.∄S
′ ∈ S.(S · S ′) ∈M3
Symbols(σ(FV (R))) = next|FV (R)|(Symbols(M1 |M3) ∪ Symbols(R))
∀x, y ∈ FV (R) . x ≺ y =⇒ σ(x) ≺ σ(y)
M1 |M3
R,♦(MP1)σ, Rate(k,♦(MP1)σ,M1|M3)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→M2 |M3
where ♦(MP1) denotes the multiset pattern obtained by replacing all occur-
rences of maximal and unique matchings in MP1 with ǫ.
The semantics of sSMSR is based on the same idea of that of sMSR: transitions
represent rewrite rule applications and are enriched with labels containing
the rule that has been applied and the application rate computed by the
function Rate. The four main differences with respect to the semantics of
sMSR are the following: (i) an instantiation σ and an expansion ρ must exist
such that the left hand side of the applied rule can match a portion of the
considered string multiset; (ii) some constraints are included in the premise of
the inference rule in accordance with the meaning of the maximal and unique
matching operators and to ensure the correct instantation of free variables;
(iii) the strings represented by the maximal and unique matching operators
are not considered as reactants in the computation of the application rate;
(iv) transitions labels are enriched with a string multiset.
The motivation for (i) is obvious. As regards (ii) the constraint in the second
line of the premise of the inference rule ensures that all the strings having
a prefix obtained by the instantiation of some string pattern appearing in a
matching operator, are contained in the string multiset corresponding to the
instantiation of the left hand side of the applied rewrite rule. This constraint
and the definition of pattern expansion ensure maximality and uniqueness
of the maximal and unique matching operators, respectively. Moreover, the
constraints in the third and fourth lines of the premise of the inference rule
ensure that the free variables of the applied rewrite rule are instantiated with
symbols and strings that are different from each other and fresh with respect
to the current string multiset and all the rewrite rules. More precisely, free
variables are instantiated with fresh symbols that are the immediate succes-
sors of the symbols in M1,M3 and R. Such fresh symbols are assigned to
element variables by preserving their ordering. This implies that there is a
unique possible instantiation of free variables and, consequently, this ensures
finitary branching. As regards (iii), all the strings in a multiset represented by
a maximal matching operator (in a left pattern of a rule) must be considered
when the rule is applied. The set of all these strings corresponds to a single
reactant. Moreover, the string represented by a unique matching operator is
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ensured to occur only once in the multiset to be rewritten. In both cases, the
considered strings contribute to the application rate, computed by Rate, by
a factor
(
1
1
)
= 1, and, consequently, they can be omitted in the computation.
Finally, as regards (iv), we have that the additional label (representing reac-
tants) is necessary to distinguish two transitions performed by applying the
same rule with the same rate but with a different instantiation of variables.
For example, let R : a · x | b · y
2
7→ a · x and let M ≡ a · a | a · b | b · c. We have
Rate(2, a · a | b · c,M) = Rate(2, a · b | b · c,M) = 2. By applying R to M we
obtain the transitions M
R,a·a|b·c,2
−−−−−−→ a · a | a · b and M
R,a·b|b·c,2
−−−−−→ a · a | a · b that
are distinguished only by the new label.
As an example, given multiset M ≡ a · b · c | a · b · d | b | b and rules R1 : b |
{|a · x|}X
k17→ c · y, R2 : {a · b}
k27→ c we have that FV (R1) = {y}, BV (R1) =
{x} ∪ {xi | i ∈ N}, Symbols(R1) = Symbols(R2) = {a, b, c}, FV (R2) = ∅
and BV (R2) = ∅. Given a function ρ such that ρ(X) = 2 the expansion
of patterns with respect to ρ is 〈b | {|a · x|}X〉ρ = b | a · x · x˜1 | a · x · x˜2
and 〈{a · b}〉ρ = a · b. Furthermore, given an instantiation function σ ∈ Σ
such that σ = {(x, b), (x˜1, c), (x˜2, d), (y, e)}, when applying R1 to M , we may
have the following transition of the semanticsM
R1,a·b·c|a·b·d|b,2·k1
−−−−−−−−−−−→ c · e | b where
Rate(k1, b, a · b · c | a · b ·d | b) = 2 ·k1. Differently, as regards the application of
R2 to M , we have that no possible transitions of the semantics can be derived
because the constraint on the matching operators is not satisfied. Note that
if either a · b · d or a · b · c would not have been in M , then also R2 would be
applicable with b | b | c as result.
Similarly to sMSR, the notion of model in sSMSR is a pair 〈M,R〉, where M
is a string multiset and R is a set of stochastic rewrite rules. It is easy to see
that a sMSR model is also an sSMSR model. The following proposition states
that the semantics of sMSR models is preserved by the semantics of sSMSR.
Proposition 9 Given a set of sMSR rules R and a multiset M , for any
R : M1
k
7→M2 ∈ R it holds: M
R,r
−−→M ′ ⇐⇒ M
R,M1,r−−−−→M ′.
4 Encoding Stochastic CLS into sSMSR
In this section we recall the definition of Stochastic CLS [13] and define its
encoding into sSMSR.
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Let Ecls be a possibly infinite alphabet of symbols ranged over by a, b, c, . . ..
Terms T and sequences S are given by the following grammar:
T ::= S
∣∣ (T )L ⌋ T ∣∣ T | T
S ::= ǫ
∣∣ a ∣∣ S · S
The set of all terms is denoted with T .
Let ≡S be the least congruence on Stochastic CLS sequences satisfying
S1 · (S2 · S3) ≡S (S1 · S2) · S3 S · ǫ ≡S ǫ · S ≡S S
the structural congruence ≡ is the least congruence on Stochastic CLS terms
including ≡S and satisfying
T1 | T2 ≡ T2 | T1 T1 | (T2 | T3) ≡ (T1 | T2) | T3 T | ǫ ≡ T
(
ǫ
)L
⌋ ǫ ≡ ǫ
Let TV, SV and X be infinite pairwise disjoint sets of variables called term,
sequence and element variables, respectively. Left patterns PL and right patterns
PR of Stochastic CLS are given by the following grammar:
PL ::= SP
∣∣ (PX)L ⌋ PX ∣∣ PL | PL
PX ::= PL
∣∣ PL | X
PR ::= SP
∣∣ (PR)L ⌋ PR ∣∣ PR | PR ∣∣ X
SP ::= ǫ
∣∣ a ∣∣ SP · SP ∣∣ x˜ ∣∣ x
where X, x˜ and x are generic elements of TV, SV and X , respectively. The sets
of all left and right patterns are denoted with PL and PR, respectively.
Let V ar(P ) denote the set of variables occurring in a left or right pattern P .
A stochastic rewrite rule is a triple (PL, PR, k), denoted PL
k
7→ PR, where PL ∈
PL, PR ∈ PR, PL 6= ǫ, PL 6≡ PR, k ∈ IR and such that V ar(PR) ⊆ V ar(PL).
Fig. 1. The syntax of Stochastic CLS.
4.1 Definition of Stochastic CLS
Stochastic CLS is based on term rewriting. The syntax of terms and rewrite
rules of Stochastic CLS is summarized in Figure 1. For the sake of simplicity,
we consider the revised version of Stochastic CLS introduced in [3].
In Stochastic CLS we have a sequencing operator · , a looping operator
( )L, a parallel composition operator | and a containment operator ⌋ .
Sequencing can be used to concatenate elements of the alphabet Ecls. The
empty sequence ǫ denotes the concatenation of zero symbols. By definition,
looping and containment are always applied together, hence we can consider
them as a single binary operator ( )L ⌋ . Looping and containment allow
the representation of membranes with their contents. For example, the term
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(a | b)L ⌋ c represents a membrane with the elements a and b on its surface
and containing the element c. Brackets can be used to indicate the order
of application of the operators, and we assume ( )L ⌋ to have precedence
over | . The structural congruence relation ≡ of Stochastic CLS expresses
associativity of both · and |, commutativity of the latter and the neutral role of
ǫ with respect to all the operators. Patterns are terms extended with variables
of three kinds: element variables X , sequence variables SV and term variables
TV . We denote by V the set of all variables, V = X ∪ SV ∪ TV . The three
kinds of variables can be instantiated into alphabet symbols, sequences and
terms, respectively, by some instantiation function σ. Let Σcls be the set of all
instantiation functions. In accordance with the restrictions on the use of term
variables introduced in [3], we have two different kinds of patterns, left patterns
and right patterns, to be used as left and right hand sides of rewrite rules,
respectively. Actually, the restrictions are such that term variables cannot be
used as components of a parallel composition at the top level of left pattern
and at most one term variable can be used in a parallel composition of left
patterns. A biological interpretation of these restrictions is given in [3]. The
use of term variables in right patterns is not restricted. A stochastic rewrite
rule is hence composed by a left pattern PL, a right pattern PR and a rate
constant k. We assume the structural congruence to be trivially extended to
patterns.
The semantics of Stochastic CLS is recalled in Figure 2, where T denotes the
set of components of the top level parallel composition of T . For example, if
T ≡ a | (a)L ⌋ (b | c) | c · d, then T = {a , (a)L ⌋ (b | c) , c · d}. Moreover,
n(T1, T2) is the analogous in Stochastic CLS of the corresponding function
defined in Section 2 for sMSR.
In the definition of the semantics some difficulties arise due to the presence of
term variables in the stochastic rewrite rules. For example, a stochastic rewrite
rule as (a | X)L ⌋ (b | Y )
k
7→ (c | X)L ⌋ Y is typically used to model a chemical
reaction between a molecule a on the surface of some membrane (represented
by the application of the looping operator) and a molecule b inside the mem-
brane. The product of the reaction is a complex c placed on the membrane
surface. In accordance with standard chemical kinetics, this reaction should
have a rate that is proportional to number of possible combinations of a and
b molecules, that is the product of the numbers of a and b molecules in the
instantiation of X (plus one, represented by symbol a in the rule) and in the
instantiation of Y (plus one, represented by symbol b in the rule), respectively.
In general, given an instantiation function σ, the computation of the number
of combinations of reactants of a left pattern PL is given by comb(PL, σ).
Another difficulty arises in the definition of the semantics of the parallel com-
position operator. For example, the rule a | b
k
7→ c can be applied to the term
a | b with 1 as the number of possible combinations of reactants. If the rule has
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Let comb : PL × Σcls → IN be recursively defined as follows:
comb(PL1 | PL2, σ) = comb(PL1, σ) · comb(PL2, σ)
comb(
(
PX1
)L
⌋ PX2, σ) = comb
′(PX1, σ) · comb
′(PX2, σ)
comb(SP, σ) = 1
where comb′ is defined as follows:
comb′(PL | X,σ) =
∏
T∈PLσ
(
n(PLσ | σ(X), T )
n(PLσ, T )
)
· comb(PL, σ)
comb′(PL, σ) = comb(PL, σ)
Moreover, let binom : T × T × T → Q be defined as follows:
binom(T1, T2, T3) =
∏
T∈T1∪T2∪T3
n(T3,T )∏
i=1
n(T2, T ) + i
n(T2, T )− n(T1, T ) + i
Given a finite set of stochastic rewrite rules R, let
R,T,r,b
−−−−→, with R ∈ R, T ∈
T , r ∈ R and b ∈ Q, be the least labeled transition relation on terms closed
with respect to ≡ and satisfying the following inference rules:
1.
R : PL
k
7→ PR ∈ R σ ∈ Σcls
PLσ
R,PLσ,k·comb(PL,σ),1
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ PRσ
2.
T1
R,T,r,b
−−−−→ T2
T1 | T3
R,T,r,b·binom(T,T1,T3)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ T2 | T3
3.
T1
R,T,r,b
−−−−→ T2
(T1)L ⌋T3
R,(T1)L ⌋T3,r·b,1
−−−−−−−−−−→ (T2)L⌋ T3
4.
T1
R,T,r,b
−−−−→ T2
(T3)L⌋ T1
R,(T3)L ⌋T1,r·b,1
−−−−−−−−−−→ (T3)L⌋ T2
then, the semantics of Stochastic CLS is the least labeled transition relation on
terms
R,r
−−→, with R ∈ R and r ∈ IR, satisfying
T1
R,T,r,b
−−−−→ T2
T1
R,r·b
−−−→ T2
Fig. 2. The semantics of Stochastic CLS.
to be applied to a | b | b | b, then the number of combinations of reactants has
to become 3, as there are three possible pairs of one a and one b. In general,
let T1 be the instantiation of the left pattern of a rewrite rule (namely, what
represents the reactants of the modeled chemical reaction) and T2 be a term,
usually including T1, for which the number of combinations of reactants has
been computed with
∏
T∈T1
(
n(T2,T )
n(T1,T )
)
as result. Moreover, let T3 be the term
that has to be composed in parallel with T2. We have that the number of
combinations of reactants in T2 | T3 should be
∏
T∈T1
(
n(T2,T )+n(T3,T )
n(T1,T )
)
. This
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number can be obtained from the number of combinations in T2 as follows:∏
T∈T1
(
n(T2, T ) + n(T3, T )
n(T1, T )
)
=
∏
T∈T1
(
n(T2, T )
n(T1, T )
)
· binom(T1, T2, T3) .
Now, the semantics of Stochastic CLS is defined as a labeled transition system,
whose transition relation
R,r
−−→, with R a stochastic rewrite rule and r ∈ IR a
stochastic rate, is derived from an auxiliary transition relation
R,T,r,b
−−−−→, where
R is a stochastic rewrite rule, T is obtained from the instantiation of the left
pattern of R (representing reactants), r ∈ IR is a stochastic rate and b ∈ IN is
the number of combinations of reactants T in the current state of the system.
Such an auxiliary transition relation is used to compositionally compute the
correct number of combinations of reactants, and consequently the correct
stochastic rate of the transition. The total rate of a transition, computed in
the main transition relation of the semantics, is given by the product r · b.
A stochastic CLS model is composed by a term, representing the initial state
of the described system, and a set of stochastic rewrite rules.
4.2 Encoding into sSMSR
Now we give two encoding functions that map Stochastic CLS terms and pat-
terns into sSMSR terms and patterns, respectively. These encoding functions
are defined by structural recursion and construct one sSMSR string (or string
pattern) for each path from the root to a leaf of the abstract syntax tree of
the considered Stochastic CLS term (or pattern). The idea of the encoding is
to represent a path in the abstract syntax tree of a Stochastic CLS term (or
pattern) as a string composed by λi and λi symbols representing applications
of the looping operator. For example, the Stochastic CLS term (a | b)L ⌋ (c | d)
will be translated into the sSMSR string multiset λ1 ·a | λ1 ·b | λ1 ·c | λ1 ·d. We
do not use any symbol to represent applications of the parallel composition
operator | of Stochastic CLS as it is directly translated into union of string
multisets (or multiset patterns). The same holds for the sequencing operator
· of Stochastic CLS that is directly translated into sSMSR string (or string
pattern) concatenation. This technique of constructing strings representing
paths in an abstract syntax tree is the same used in [8,10] to define enhanced
semantics for the study of causality properties.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the alphabet and sets of variables
of Stochastic CLS are included in those of sSMSR as follows: Ecls ⊂ E ,X ⊂
VE , SV ⊂ VS and TV ⊂ VM. We assume also that VS contains a special
variable ∆ that will be used in the encoding of rewrite rules and, finally,
we assume that E contains a special symbol • that will be used in both the
encodings of terms and patterns. In order to encode paths in the abstract
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syntax tree of Stochastic CLS terms and patterns we assume that the sSMSR
alphabet E contains two symbols λ and λ and all the natural numbers IN. The
two symbols λ and λ are used to distinguish between the two operands of a
Stochastic CLS containment operator, and the natural numbers are used to
distinguish two different applications of such an operator. The two symbols
λ and λ will be always followed by either a natural number or an element
variable. To simplify the notation we will write λi and λx for λ · i and λ · x,
respectively, λi and λx for λ · i and λ · x, respectively.
In the definition of the encoding functions we will use an auxiliary injection
function ⊲ : SP ×MP →MP that inserts a string pattern SP as a prefix of
all the elements of a multiset pattern MP . The same function can be applied
also to a string and a string multiset rather than to two patterns. The injection
function is represented with infix notation and is recursively defined as follows:
SP1 ⊲ SP2 = SP1 · SP2
SP ⊲ (MP1 |MP2) = (SP ⊲MP1) | (SP ⊲MP2)
SP1 ⊲ {|SP2|}X = {|SP1 · SP2|}X
SP1 ⊲ {SP2} = {SP1 · SP2}
Now we define the encoding of Stochastic CLS terms.
Definition 10 (Encoding of terms) The encoding of Stochastic CLS terms
into sSMSR string multisets is given by the function ⌊ ⌋ : T → MS × ℘(IN)
recursively defined as follows:
⌊S⌋ = (• · S , ∅)
⌊T1 | T2⌋ = (M1 |M2 , I1 ∪ I2) where ⌊Ti⌋ = (Mi , Ii) and I1 ∩ I2 = ∅
⌊
(
T1
)L
⌋ T2⌋ = (λi ⊲ M1 | λi ⊲M2 , I1 ∪ I2 ∪ {i})
where ⌊Tj⌋ = (Mj , Ij), j ∈ {1, 2}, I1 ∩ I2 = ∅ and i ∈ IN \ (I1 ∪ I2)
The encoding of terms translates a Stochastic CLS term T into a pair (M, I)
where M is the actual result of the translation, namely the sSMSR multiset
corresponding to T , and I is the set of natural numbers that occur inM . Notice
that a sequence S of Stochastic CLS is encoded into the sSMSR sequence
S ′ · • · S where S ′ represents the path in the abstract syntax tree, S is its leaf
and the symbol • is used as a separator beween S ′ and S. The set I of numbers
is used in the definition of the encoding to ensure that different applications
of the looping operator in T will be translated into occurrences of λi and λi
having different indexes. In the following, we will ignore this set of natural
numbers and we will use ⌊T ⌋ to denote only the sSMSR string multiset M .
Now we define the encoding of Stochastic CLS patterns into sSMSR multiset
patterns. It is defined only on right patterns PR, but, since PL ⊂ PR, it can
be applied also to left patterns PL.
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Definition 11 (Encoding of patterns) The encoding of Stochastic CLS right
(and left) patterns into sSMSR multiset patterns is given by the function
[[ ]] : PR →MP × ℘(VE)× ℘(VE) recursively defined as follows:
[[SP ]] = (• · SP , ∅ , V ar(SP ))
[[X]] = ({| • |}X , ∅ , VS(X))
[[PR1 | PR2]] = (MP1 |MP2 , Γ1 ∪ Γ2 , Γ
′
1 ∪ Γ
′
2)
where [[PRi]] = (MPi,Γi,Γ
′
i)
and Γ1 ∩ Γ2 = Γ
′
1 ∩ Γ2 = Γ1 ∩ Γ
′
2 = ∅
[[(PR1)
L ⌋ PR2]] = (λx ⊲ MP1 | λx ⊲MP2 , {x} ∪ Γ1 ∪ Γ2 , Γ
′
1 ∪ Γ
′
2)
where (|PRi|) = (MPi,Γi,Γ
′
i)
and x ∈ VE \ (Γ1 ∪ Γ
′
1 ∪ Γ2 ∪ Γ
′
2 ∪ X )
and Γ1 ∩ Γ2 = Γ
′
1 ∩ Γ2 = Γ1 ∩ Γ
′
2 = ∅
where the auxiliary encoding function (| |) : PR → MP × ℘(VE) × ℘(VE) is
recursively defined as follows:
(|SP |) = ({• · SP} , ∅ , V ar(SP ))
(|X|) = ({| • |}X , ∅ , VS(X))
(|PR1 | PR2|) = (MP1 |MP2 , Γ1 ∪ Γ2 , Γ
′
1 ∪ Γ
′
2)
where (|PRi|) = (MPi,Γi,Γ
′
i)
and Γ1 ∩ Γ2 = Γ
′
1 ∩ Γ2 = Γ1 ∩ Γ
′
2 = ∅
(|(PR1)
L ⌋ PR2|) = (λx ⊲ MP1 | λx ⊲MP2 , {x} ∪ Γ1 ∪ Γ2 , Γ
′
1 ∪ Γ
′
2)
where (|PRi|) = (MPi , Γi , Γ
′
i)
and x ∈ VE \ (Γ1 ∪ Γ
′
1 ∪ Γ2 ∪ Γ
′
2 ∪ X )
and Γ1 ∩ Γ2 = Γ
′
1 ∩ Γ2 = Γ1 ∩ Γ
′
2 = ∅
The encoding of patterns translates a Stochastic CLS right pattern PR into a
triple (MP,Γ,Γ′), where MP is the actual result of the translation, namely
the sSMSR multiset pattern corresponding to PR, the set Γ contains all the
element variables that are used in MP as subscripts of some λ and λ symbols,
and the set Γ′ contains all the other variables that may appear inMP . The set
Γ is used to ensure that different applications of the looping operator in PL will
be translated into occurrences of symbols λ and λ having different subscripts.
The set Γ′, instead, will be used in the following to translate Stochastic CLS
rewrite rules. In what follows, when we do not represent explicitly the triple
(MP,Γ,Γ′) obtained from the encoding, we will use [[T ]] and (|T |) to denote
only the sSMSR multiset pattern MP .
A Stochastic CLS model consisting of an initial term T and a set of stochas-
tic rewrite rules R = {PL1
k17→ PR1, . . . , PLn
kn7→ PRn} can be translated into an
sSMSR model consisting of the initial string multiset ⌊T ⌋ and a set of stochas-
tic rewrite rules that are the translations of the rules in R. The translation of
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a stochastic rewrite rule PLi
ki7→ PRi of the Stochastic CLS model is the sSMSR
stochastic rewrite rule
∆ ⊲ MP1
k
7→ ∆ ⊲ MP2
where [[PLi]] = (MP1,Γ1,Γ
′
1), [[PRi]] = (MP2,Γ2,Γ
′
2), Γ1 ∩ Γ2 = Γ
′
1 ∩ Γ2 =
Γ1 ∩ Γ
′
2 = ∅ and ∆ 6∈ Γ1 ∪ Γ
′
1 ∪ Γ2 ∪ Γ
′
2.
We now give an example of translation of a Stochastic CLS model into sSMRS.
Example 12 Let T = b · c | (a)L ⌋ (b | b) and R = {R1, R2} where
R1 : b · x˜ | b · y˜
k17→ c R2 : (a)
L ⌋ (b | X)
k27→ b · b
be the initial term and the set of stochastic rewrite rules of a Stochastic CLS
model. Two possible evolutions of the model in accordance with the semantics
of Stochastic CLS are
T
R1,k1−−−→ b · c | (a)L ⌋ c and T
R2,k2·2−−−−→ b · c | b · b
R1,k1−−−→ c .
The translation of the considered Stochastic CLS model is an sSMSR model
whose initial string multiset is ⌊T ⌋ = • · b · c | λ1 · • · a | λ1 · • · b | λ1 · • · b and
whose set of stochastic rewrite rules is R[[·]] = {R
[[·]]
1 , R
[[·]]
2 }, where R
[[·]]
1 and R
[[·]]
2
are the translations of R1 and R2, respectively.
R
[[·]]
1 : ∆ · • · b · x˜ | ∆ · • · b · y˜
k17→ ∆ · • · c
R
[[·]]
2 : ∆ · λx · • · a | {∆ · λx · • · b} | {|∆ · λx · •|}X
k27→ ∆ · • · b · b .
The evolutions of the sSMSR model corresponding to the above shown evolu-
tions of the Stochastic CLS model are the following:
⌊T ⌋
R
[[·]]
1 , λ1·•·b|λ1·•·b, k1−−−−−−−−−−−−→ • · b · c | λ1 · • · a | λ1 · • · c
⌊T ⌋
R
[[·]]
2 , λ1·•·a|λ1·•·b|λ1·•·b, k2·2−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ • · b · c | • · b · b
R
[[·]]
1 , •·b·c|•·b·b, k1−−−−−−−−−−→ • · c
Now we give a theorem stating the correctness of the encoding of Stochastic
CLS into sSMSR. We cannot prove that each transition of the semantics of
a Stochastic CLS model has a corresponding transition in the semantics of
sSMSR model obtained by the encoding. The cause of this is that different oc-
currences of the same term (T1)
L ⌋ T2 in a Stochastic CLS term are translated
into sSMSR string multisets that are different because of the introduction of
unique indexes performed by the encoding. This means that, even if the ap-
plication of a Stochastic CLS rule to any of the occurrences of (T1)
L ⌋ T2 may
produce the same result, the application of the corresponding rule in its encod-
ing into sSMSR may produce results that differ in some indexes. However, if
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we sum up the rates of all the sSMSR transitions corresponding to a Stochas-
tic CLS transition, we obtain the rate of such a Stochastic CLS transition. In
order to clarify this point, we give the following example.
Example 13 Let the Stochastic CLS term T be (a)L ⌋ (b | b) | (a)L ⌋ (b | b)
and the Stochastic CLS rule R be (a)L ⌋ (b | X)
k
7→ (a)L ⌋ (c | X). We have that
T can only perform the transition T
R,k·4
−−−→ (a)L ⌋ (b | b) | (a)L ⌋ (b | c). The
encoding of T is ⌊T ⌋ = λ1 · • ·a | λ1 · • · b | λ1 · • · b | λ2 · • ·a | λ2 · • · b | λ2 · • · b,
and the translation of R is R[[·]] = {∆ · λx · • · a} | {∆ · λx · • · b} | {|∆ ·
λx · •|}X
k
7→ {∆ · λx · • · a} | {∆ · λx · • · c} | {|∆ · λx · •|}X. Now, by the
semantics of sSMSR, we have that ⌊T ⌋ can perform two transitions, namely
⌊T ⌋
R[[·]], λ1·•·a|λ1·•·b|λ1·•·b, k·2
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ λ1·•·a | λ1·•·b | λ1·•·c | λ2·•·a | λ2·•·b | λ2·•·b and
⌊T ⌋
R[[·]], λ2·•·a|λ2·•·b|λ2·•·b, k·2
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ λ1 ·•·a | λ1·•·b | λ1 ·•·b | λ2 ·•·a | λ2·•·b | λ2 ·•·c. In
both cases the reached state is a possible encoding of the state reached by T and
we have that the sum of the rates of the two sSMSR transitions corresponds
to the rate of the Stochastic CLS transition.
In order to group all the sSMSR transitions corresponding to an individual
Stochastic CLS transition we introduce the following definition.
Definition 14 Given a finite set of stochastic rewrite rules R ⊆ ℜ, the labeled
transition relation
R,r
=⇒, with R ∈ R and r ∈ IR, is the least relation on sSMSR
string multisets satisfying the following inference rule:
{i1, . . . , in} = IN ∩ Symbols(M) r
′ =
∑
(M ′′,r)∈T r
T =
{
(M ′′, r) |M
R,M ′′′,r
−−−−−→M ′′ ∧ ∃f : IN→ IN.M ′′ =M ′{f(i1)/i1} . . . {
f(in)/in}
}
/≡
M
R,r′
=⇒M ′
where {·}/≡ denotes the set containing one only (M
′′, r) for the equivalence
class of ≡ in M represesented by M ′′.
Now, the correctness theorem can be formulated as follows. The proof is in
Appendix A.
Theorem 15 Given a finite set of Stochastic CLS rewrite rules R and T, T ′ ∈
T , it holds
T
R,r
−−→ T ′ ⇐⇒ ⌊T ⌋
R[[·]],r
=⇒ ⌊T ′⌋
where R[[·]] is the translation of R into sSMSR.
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Let Ch = {x, y, z, n,m, . . .} be the infinite set of all the SPi channels, processes
of SPi are defined by the following syntax
P,Q ::= νx P
∣∣ P | Q ∣∣ Σ ∣∣ !π.P
Σ ::= 0
∣∣ π.P +Σ
π ::= x(n)
∣∣ x〈m〉
and we denote with P the set of all SPi processes.
Processes of SPi are equipped with a structural congruence relation ≡ which is
the least congruence relation on processes satisfying the following rules:
P | 0 ≡ P P | Q ≡ Q | P P | (Q | R) ≡ (P | Q) | R
!π.P ≡ π.(P |!π.P ) νx0 ≡ 0 νxνyP ≡ νyνxP
x 6∈ fn(P )⇒ νx(P |Q) ≡ P | νxQ
Σ ≡ Σ′ ⇒ π.P +Σ ≡ π.P +Σ′ π.P + π′.P ′ +Σ ≡ π′.P ′ + π.P +Σ
The semantics of SPi is the least labeled transition relation
r
−→ with r ∈ IR,
closed with respect to ≡ and satisfying the following inference rules:
P
r
−→ P ′ ⇒ νx P
r
−→ νx P ′
P
r
−→ P ′ ⇒ Q | P
r
−→ Q | P ′
x〈n〉.P +Σ | x(m).Q+Σ′
rate(x)
−−−−→ P | Q{n/m}
Fig. 3. The syntax and the semantics of SPi.
5 Encoding the Stochastic π−calculus into sSMSR
In this section we recall the definition of the Stochastic π–calculus (SPi) as
given in [17] and define its encoding into sSMSR.
5.1 Definition of SPi
SPi is a stochastic extension of the π–calculus [14] used as the input language of
the simulator of biological systems SPiM [21]. The syntax and the semantics of
SPi are recalled in Figure 3. Processes are based on input and output actions on
channels, denoted x(n) and x〈m〉, respectively. In the syntax of processes, νxP
is the restriction of channel x in process P , P | Q is the parallel composition
of processes, Σ is the summation of actions, !π.P is the replication of process
π.P and 0 is the null process.
SPi processes represent biological entities, and a communication on a channel
in SPi represents a chemical reaction. For this reason every channel x in SPi
is associated with a reaction rate denoted rate(x), and every transition in
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the semantics of SPi is labeled with the rate of the channel on which the
communication has been performed. Such a semantics does not compute the
number of processes that can communicate on a given channel and bring
to the same destination process. Such a number of processes corresponds to
the number of combinations of reactants of the reactions modeled by the
communications and, according to standard chemical kinetics, it is necessary
to compute the actual rate of the reactions. For instance, given processes
P1 ≡ x〈n〉.P + x〈n〉.P | x(m).Q and P2 ≡ x〈n〉.P | x(m).Q, both P1 and P2
can reduce to the same process P | Q{n/m} with reduction
rate(x)
−−−−→, but the
reduction should be two times faster in process P1 than in process P2.
In [17] the solution of this problem is the definition of a notion of channel
activity of a process P on a channel x, Actx(P ). Such a notion is used in
the implementation of the SPiM simulator to stochastically select the next
reaction channel. Formally Actx(P ) = (Inx(P ) · Outx(P ))−Mixx(P ) where
Inx(P ) and Outx(P ) are the enabled inputs and outputs on channel x in P ,
respectively, andMixx(P ) are the enabled combinations of inputs and outputs
on x that belong to the same summation (hence, that cannot interact with
each other).
5.2 Encoding into sSMSR
SPi processes that can be used as input of the simulator are usually closed,
namely all their channels are restricted. As a consequence, for the sake of
simplicity in the encoding we assume processes to be closed. Without loss of
generality we assume that all the replications have the form !π.(νx P ), where
x does not occur free in P and does not occur in π. Moreover, we assume that
all the restricted channels have different names. These assumptions will ensure
that each process is encoded as a different sSMSR string. In the following, we
call process component either an action π or the process 0. In particular, in
SPi processes 0, π.P and !π′.P ′ we call 0, π and π′ top–level components and
those in P and P ′ inner–level components.
In order to define the encoding of a SPi process into an sSMSR model we
assume an infinite set of identifiers A = {A,B,C, . . .}. We assume A and IN
to be contained in the sSMSR alphabet E . As regards sSMSR variables we
assume that for each channel c ∈ Ch there exists an element variable c ∈ VE .
We will not use any sequence or multiset variables in the encoding of SPi.
The encoding of a SPi process P will consist of two steps. Initially, we will con-
struct from P a set of process descriptions, that are pairs (SP, IP ) where SP
is an sSMSR sequence pattern and IP is an intermediate process description
whose syntax will be defined in the following. Subsequently, we will translate
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the set of process descriptions into a set of sSMSR stochastic rewrite rules RP .
The process P will be translated also into a string multiset MP containing in-
stantiations of the string patterns occurring in the constructed set of process
descriptions. The sSMSR model 〈MP , RP 〉 will be the result of the translation
of P into sSMSR.
We define intermediate process descriptions and process descriptions as fol-
lows.
Definition 16 (Intermediate Process Descriptions) Intermediate process
descriptions IP are defined by the following grammar:
π ::= x(m)
∣∣ x〈m〉
IP ::= π.MP
∣∣ !π.MP ∣∣ IP + IP ∣∣ 0
where x,m ∈ Ch and MP ∈ MP. We denote with IP the set of all the
intermediate process descriptions.
Definition 17 (Process Descriptions) A process description is a pair (SP, IP )
where SP ∈ SP and IP ∈ IP. We denote with D the set of all process de-
scriptions.
An intermediate process description is a (possibly empty) summation of (pos-
sibly replicated) actions followed by an sSMSR multiset pattern. A process
description is the association of a string pattern with an intermediate process
description.
We now define a recursive encoding function I that gives the process descrip-
tions of a process.
Definition 18 (Process Description Encoding) The recursive encoding func-
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tion I : P × SP 7→ ℘(D)× ℘(D)× ℘(A) is defined as follows:
I(0, SP ) = (∅, {(ID,0)}, {ID}) where ID ∈ A
I(νx P, SP ) = I(P, SP · x)
I(π.P +Σ, SP ) = (D ∪D1 ∪D
′, {(ID · SP, π.(SP 1 | . . . | SPn)) + IP ′1}, E ∪ E1 ∪ {ID})
where (D,D′, E) =
{
I(P, SP ), if π ≡ x〈v〉
I(P, SP · v), if π ≡ x(v)
and D′ = {(SP 1, IP 1), . . . , (SPn, IPn)}
and I(Σ, SP ) = (D1,D
′
1, E1)
and D′1 = {(SP
′
1, IP
′
1)}
and ID ∈ A \ (E ∪ E1)
I(!π.P, SP ) = (D ∪D′, {(ID · SP, !π.(SP 1 | . . . | SPn))}, E ∪ {ID})
where (D,D′, E) =
{
I(P, SP ), if π ≡ x〈v〉
I(P, SP · v), if π ≡ x(v)
and D′ = {(SP 1, IP 1), . . . , (SPn, IPn)}
and ID ∈ A \ E
I(P1 | P2, SP ) = (D1 ∪D2, D
′
1 ∪D
′
2, E1 ∪ E2)
where I(Pi, SP ) = (Di,D
′
i, Ei) and E1 ∩ E2 = ∅
The encoding function I takes a process P and a string pattern SP and
gives a triple (D,D′, E), where D′ is the set of descriptions of the top–level
components of P , D is the set of descriptions of the inner–level components
of P , and E is the set of identifiers used to build D and D′. The sequence
pattern SP is used to keep a trace, in the descriptions in D and D′, of both
the restricted channels and the channels m for any input action x(m).
Notice that when the process P is the parallel composition P1 | P2, the set of
descriptions of the top–level components D′ is the union of the descriptions of
the top–level components of P1 and P2. When the process P is a summation Σ,
D′ is given by the summation of the intermediate process descriptions of the
top–level components of the summands. The process descriptions of a closed
SPi process P are D ∪D′ where I(P, ǫ) = (D,D′, E).
We give an example to show the encoding technique. Let P = νxνy(x〈y〉.0 |
x(z).0) be the process which can communicate on channel x yielding the pro-
cess 0. Process P is composed by four components, namely x〈y〉, 0, x(z) and
0 where x〈y〉 and x(z) are its top–level components. By definition of I we
obtain for P the sets of process descriptions {(A · x · y, x〈y〉.B · x · y), (C · x ·
y, x(z).D ·x · y · z)} and {(B · x · y, 0), (D ·x · y, 0)}. Notice that an intermedi-
ate process description of P can be composed by a SPi action π, the top–level
component, followed by a union of sequence patterns. Each of these represents
the description, obtained by the encoding, of one of the top–level components
in the continuation of π.
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We denote with Act the set of all the possible SPi actions, namely Act =
{x(y) | x, y ∈ Ch} ∪ {x〈y〉 | x, y ∈ Ch}, and with π a generic action
of Act. We now define an auxiliary function η : D × Act 7→ ℘(MP ) such
that η((SP, MP ), π) computes the set of all multiset patterns that ap-
pear into MP as continuation of any action identified by π. For instance
η((SP, x〈v〉.MP +x(v).MP ′+x〈v〉.MP ′′), x〈v〉) = {MP,MP ′′} because the
process described by SP can execute the action x〈v〉 with both the continua-
tions MP and MP ′′. The function η is defined as follows:
η((SP, 0), π) = ∅
η((SP, π′.P ), π) = ∅ if π′ 6= π
η((SP, π.(SP1 | . . . | SPn)), π) = ∪
n
i=1{SPi}
η((SP, !π.(SP1 | . . . | SPn)), π) = ∪
n
i=1{SPi}
η((SP, π.(SP1 | . . . | SPn) + IP ), π) = ∪
n
i=1{SPi} ∪ η((SP, IP ), π)
Note that η is defined on all cases of the intermediate process description
in its first argument. Recall that an intermediate process description is, with
respect to the definition of the function I, either the process 0, or an action
(possibly prefixed by the replication operator) followed by a union of sequence
patterns, or a summation of intermediate process descriptions. We can now
define the encoding of a closed SPi process P as an sSMSR model 〈MP , RP 〉.
Definition 19 (Process Encoding) Given a SPi process P , let I(P, ǫ) =
(D,D′, E) be the process description encoding of P . We define an sSMSR
model 〈MP , RP 〉 as the encoding of P , where the term MP and the rules RP
are computed as follows:
- let D′ = {(SP1, IP1), . . . , (SPn, IPn)} and let γ : Ch 7→ N be an injective
function. The sSMSR string multiset MP is defined as
MP ≡ SP1{γ(c)/c} | . . . | SPn{γ(c)/c}
where {γ(c)/c} denotes the substitution of all channels c ∈ Ch with γ(c);
- the set of sSMSR stochastic rewrite rules RP is defined as RP =
⋃
x∈ChR
x
P
where RxP denotes the set of rules that model a communication over channel
x, namely
RxP = {SP1 | SP2
r
7→ SP ′1 | SP
′
2 | P1 | P2{y/z} such that
∀D1 ∈ D ∪D
′. ∀y, z ∈ Ch. η(D1, x〈y〉) 6= ∅.
∀D2 ∈ D ∪D
′. η(D2, x(z)) 6= ∅.
∀(P1, P2) ∈ η(D1, x〈y〉)× η(D2, x(z)).
where Di = (SPi, IPi) and r = rate(x)
and SP ′i =
{
SPi, if IPi =!x(z).Pi or !x〈y〉.Pi
ǫ, otherwise
}
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The process encoding creates a rule for each possible pair of process descrip-
tions containing an input and an output on the same channel. This means that
it creates a rule also for the two actions of a process x〈m〉.x(n).0 even if they
cannot interact with each other. The semantics will ensure that these rules will
never be applied. Moreover, the rules created by composing some replicated
action !π.P contain some non empty patterns SP ′1 or SP
′
2 in its right hand
side. These patterns reintroduce, in accordance with the SPi semantics, the
string pattern of the process description containing the replication. Finally,
the substitution {y/z} corresponds to the substitution that is performed in
the SPi semantics when a communication occurs.
We remark that, since in SPi there is no notion of membrane, in the encoding
of process we do not make any use of the matching operators of sSMSR. We
now give the following proposition: given the encoding of a process P , for any
pair of channels, the corresponding set of rules obtained by the encoding are
pairwise disjoint.
Proposition 20 ∀P ∈ P. ∀x, y ∈ Ch. x 6= y ⇒ RxP ∩ R
y
P = ∅.
As an example, we show now the encoding and some steps of computation of
a SPi process P , built by using channels Ch = {x, z, w, v, k, y}, such that
P ≡ νx νz νw (!x(v).νk(νy (y(v).0 | y〈v〉.0)) | x〈z〉.0 + x〈w〉.0)
The process P can communicate on channel x the value z or w depending
on the chosen action, namely x〈z〉 or x〈w〉. After communicating, the process
replicates its left side, denoted as !x(v).P ′ with P ′ ≡ νk νy (y(v).0 | y〈v〉.0),
and generates a new process P ′ restricted on channels k and y. The restriction
on channel k appears in P ′ by the assumptions we made on the SPi processes
that can be encoded into sSMSR. Process P ′ can communicate on channel y
the value v which has been bound, by the communication on channel x, to
value z or w.
With respect to the SPi semantics the behavior of P is described by the
following transitions:
P ≡ νx νz νw (!x(v).P ′ | x〈z〉.0+ x〈w〉.0) ≡
νx νz νw (x(v).(!x(v).P ′ | P ′) | x〈z〉.0+ x〈w〉.0)
rate(x)
−−−−→ νx νz νw (!x(v).P ′ | P ′{z/v}) ≡
νx νz νw (!x(v).P ′ | νk νy (y(z).0 | y〈z〉.0))
rate(y)
−−−−→ νx νz νw (!x(v).P ′ | 0) ≡
νx νz νw (!x(v).(νk νy (y(v).0 | y〈v〉.0)))
The sSMSR model emulating P is obtained by computing the process de-
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scription of P , namely I(P, ǫ) = (D,D′, E), where
D = {(N1, 0), (N2, 0), (N3, 0), (N4, 0),
(B · x · z · w · v · k · y, y(v).N1), (C · x · z · w · v · k · y, y〈v〉.N2)}
D′ = {(A · x · z · w, x〈z〉.N3 + x〈w〉.N4),
(D · x · z · w, !x(v).(B · x · z · w · v · k · y | C · x · z · w · v · k · y)) }
E = {A, B, C, D, N}
Notice that, due to the function I, there exist four different descriptions for
the component 0 which are identified by the sequence patterns N1, N2, N3
and N4.
If we assume a function γ such that {(x, 1), (z, 2), (w, 3)} ⊂ γ, the sSMSR
term M which represents the encoding of P is obtained by computing
M ≡ A · x · z · w{γ(c)/c} | D · x · z · w{γ(c)/c}
≡ A · 1 · 2 · 3 | D · 1 · 2 · 3
The set of sSMSR stochastic rewriting rules obtained by the encoding are the
following:
(1) A · x · z · w | D · x · z · w
rate(x)
7→ D · x · z · w | B · x · z · w · z · k · y | C · x · z · w · z · k · y | N3
(2) A · x · z · w | D · x · z · w
rate(x)
7→ D · x · z · w | B · x · z · w · w · k · y | C · x · z · w · w · k · y | N4
(3) B · x · z · w · v · k · y | C · x · z · w · v · k · y
rate(y)
7→ N1 | N2
where rule (1) describes the communication on x of value z, rule (2) the
communication on x of value w, and rule (3) the communication on y of
value v. Notice that the free variables k and y in rule (1) and (2) will be
instantiated, with respect to the semantics of sSMSR, with fresh symbols. In
particular, the assumed restriction on channel k provides the fact that each
copy of this process will have a different value σ(k) for the used instantiation
function σ used in the application of the rule. This allows the exact number
of combinations of reactants (corresponding to the activity of SPi channels)
to be taken into account. Analogously, the generation of a fresh value for the
channel y reflects the fact that the channel is restricted in process P .
The sSMSR computation corresponding to the shown SPi computation is
M ≡ A · 1 · 2 · 3 | D · 1 · 2 · 3
1,A·1·2·3|D·1·2·3,rate(x)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ D · 1 · 2 · 3 | B · 1 · 2 · 3 · 2 · 5 · 6 | C · 1 · 2 · 3 · 2 · 5 · 6 | N3
3,B·1·2·3·2·5·6|C·1·2·3·2·5·6,rate(y)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ D · 1 · 2 · 3 | N3 | N1 | N2
Notice that the first communication, namely the passing of the value z on
channel x, is modeled by building two processes where the value of variable v
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has been substituted by the value σ(z), namely 2. Furthermore, as the built
processes share the restricted channels k and y, the values σ(k) and σ(y) are
fresh values for the sSMSR term, namely 5 and 6. Such a behavior is correct
because, for any pair of processes identified by B and C that could be created
by multiple instances of processes identified by A and D, channels k and y are
local and, consequently, distinguishable.
We give now some theorems stating the soundness and the completeness of the
encoding of SPi into sSMSR and provide the relationship between the labels
of the transitions of the two semantics. We start by showing the soundness
and completeness of the encoding. The proof is given in Appendix B.
Theorem 21 Given a SPi process P and its sSMSR encoding 〈MP , RP 〉, it
holds
P
r
−→ P ′ ⇐⇒ MP
R,M,v
−−−→MP ′ .
In order to define the relationship between the labels on the transitions of the
semantics of SPi and sSMSR we introduce some auxiliary notions. Given an
sSMSR term M and a set of rules R we define the exit rate of state M as
follows:
ExitRate(M,R) =
∑
{v| M
R,M′,v
−−−−→M ′ ∧ R∈R}
v
In a state M the exit rate is equal to the sum of all the rates for any possible
transitions of the semantics that can be derived in such a state with respect
to the set of rules R.
The following theorem states the relationship between the labels on the se-
mantics of SPi and sSMSR. The proof is given in Appendix C.
Theorem 22 Given a SPi process P encoded into the sSMSR model 〈MP , RP 〉,
for any x ∈ Ch it holds: rate(x) ·Actx(P ) = ExitRate(MP , R
x
P ).
Corollary 23
∑
x∈Ch rate(x) · Actx(P ) = ExitRate(MP , RP ).
6 Related works and conclusions
We have proposed Stochastic String MultiSet Rewriting (sSMSR) as an in-
termediate language for the simulation of biomolecular systems. sSMSR is an
extension of multiset rewriting with strings as multiset elements and richer
rewrite rules. Higher level formalisms for biological systems descriptions can
be translated into sSMSR and efficient simulators for sSMSR can be devel-
oped. We have defined the encodings of Stochastic CLS and of the Stochastic
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π–calculus into sSMSR, and we have proved soundness and completeness of
both the encodings.
In [22] the formalism π@ is presented. It is a calculus designed to be a core
language for analysing formalisms which model localisation and comparten-
talisation. As example BioAmbients and Brane Calculi, two formalisms be-
longing to the class of process calculi, are encoded into π@. Furthermore, in
[23] the encoding of catalytic P Systems into π@ is given. An implementa-
tion of a stochastic version of π@ as an extension of the SPiM simulator has
been planned. With respect to our proposal we notice that π@, as defined in
[22], is not stochastic and that the encoding of term rewriting systems such
as Stochastic CLS does not seem to be easy.
Other variants of multiset rewriting that we have considered before defining
sSMSR are the first order multiset rewriting [7] and Gamma [1]. The former
is multiset rewriting enriched with the possibility of creating fresh symbols,
and the latter extends multiset rewriting with side conditions in rewrite rules.
Even if these features make the formalisms Turing–complete, we believe that
they are not sufficient to make the encoding of other formalisms easy enough.
In fact, as regards both the formalisms, multiset elements may be structured,
but the lack of operators on the structure of elements makes the description
of changes in structure of the modeled biological system quite difficult.
As future work we plan to develop a stochastic simulator based on sSMSR
and to develop analysis and verification techniques for this language. These
techniques could be used, via translation into sSMSR, to study properties of
systems described by higher level formalisms.
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A Proof of Theorem 15
In order to prove Theorem 15 we introduce some auxiliary lemmata and defi-
nitions.
Lemma 24 〈SP ⊲MP 〉ρ = SP ⊲ 〈MP 〉ρ and ♦(SP ⊲MP ) = SP ⊲♦(MP ).
PROOF. Trivial structural induction on MP .
Definition 25 (σ-compliance) Let σ be a Stochastic CLS instantiation func-
tion. An sSMSR instantiation function σ[[·]] and a pattern expansion param-
eter function ρ[[·]] are σ–compliant if and only if they satisfy the following
constraints:
σ[[·]](v) =
σ(v) if v ∈ X ∪ SVSi if v = x˜i ∈ VS(X) and ⌊σ(X)⌋ = S1 | . . . | Sn
ρ[[·]](X) = n if X ∈ TV and ⌊σ(X)⌋ = S1 | . . . | Sn
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Lemma 26 Given σ ∈ Σcls, there exists a unique pattern expansion parameter
function ρ[[·]] that is σ–compliant.
PROOF. Follows immediately from the definition of σ–compliance.
Lemma 27 Given PR ∈ PR and σ ∈ Σcls, there exist σ
[[·]] and ρ[[·]] that are a σ–
compliant sSMSR instantiation function and a σ–compliant pattern expansion
parameter function, respectively, such that ⌊PRσ⌋ ≡ 〈[[PR]]〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]].
PROOF. We first prove by structural induction on PR that there exist σ
[[·]]
and ρ[[·]] such that ⌊PRσ⌋ ≡ 〈(|PR|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]]. By Lemma 26 we have that ρ[[·]] is
known and we have only to show that σ[[·]] exists such that the thesis holds.
• Base cases:
· Let PR = SP ;
We prove that ⌊SPσ⌋ ≡ 〈SPσ〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]] holds for any σ–compliant σ[[·]]. Since
SPσ is a sequence, ⌊SPσ⌋ = SPσ. By definition of (| · |) we have (|SP |) =
{SP}. By definition of pattern expansion, we have 〈{SP}〉ρ[[·]] = SP and
since SP contains only variables in X ∪ SP it holds SPσ[[·]] = SPσ.
· Let PR = X;
We prove that ⌊σ(X)⌋ ≡ 〈(|X|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]] holds for any σ–compliant σ[[·]]. Let
⌊σ(X)⌋ = S1 | . . . | Sn. By definition of (| · |) we have (|X|) = {|ǫ|}X . Since
ρ[[·]] is σ–compliant we have ρ[[·]](X) = n, hence 〈{|ǫ|}X〉ρ[[·]] = ǫ · x˜1 | . . . | ǫ ·
x˜n ≡ x˜1 | . . . | x˜n. Since σ
[[·]] is σ–compliant we have σ[[·]](x˜i) = Si, hence
(x˜1 | . . . | x˜n)σ
[[·]] = S1 | . . . | Sn.
• Induction cases:
· Let PR = PR1 | PR2;
We prove that there exists a σ–compliant σ[[·]] such that ⌊(PR1 | PR2)σ⌋ ≡
〈(|PR1 | PR2|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]] holds. It is easy to see that (PR1 | PR2)σ = PR1σ |
PR2σ. By definition of ⌊ · ⌋ we have ⌊PR1σ | PR2σ⌋ = ⌊PR1σ⌋ | ⌊PR2σ⌋.
Similarly, by definition of (|·|) we have (|PR1 | PR2|) = (|PR1|) | (|PR2|). More-
over, by definition of pattern expansion we have 〈(|PR1|) | (|PR2|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]] =
(〈(|PR1|)〉ρ[[·]] | 〈(|PR2|)〉ρ[[·]])σ
[[·]] that is equal to 〈(|PR1|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]] | 〈(|PR2|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]].
By induction hypothesis we have that ⌊PRiσ⌋ ≡ 〈(|PRi|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]]
i for some
σ–compliant σ
[[·]]
1 and σ
[[·]]
2 . Now, by definition of (| · |) we have that the
only variables that may occur both in 〈(|PR1|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]]
1 and 〈(|PR2|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]]
2
are those occurring in both PR1 and PR2, and since both σ
[[·]]
1 and σ
[[·]]
2
are σ–compliant, we have that they must agree on the instantiation of
those variables. As a consequence, let us consider a function σ[[·]] such
that σ[[·]](v) = σ
[[·]]
i (v) for all v occurring in (|PRi|). We have that both
⌊PR1σ⌋ ≡ 〈(|PR1|)〉σ[[·]] and ⌊PR2σ⌋ ≡ 〈(|PR2|)〉σ[[·]] hold, and hence ⌊PR1σ⌋ |
⌊PR2σ⌋ ≡ 〈(|PR1|)〉σ[[·]] | 〈(|PR2|)〉σ[[·]] holds.
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· Let
(
PR1
)L
⌋ PR2;
We prove that there exists a σ–compliant σ[[·]] such that ⌊((PR1)
L ⌋ PR2)σ⌋ ≡
〈(|(PR1)
L ⌋ PR2〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]] holds. It is easy to see that ((PR1)
L ⌋ PR2)σ =
(PR1σ)
L ⌋ (PR2σ). By definition of ⌊ · ⌋ we have ⌊(PR1σ)
L ⌋ (PR2σ)⌋ = λj ⊲
⌊PR1σ⌋ | λj ⊲ ⌊PR2σ⌋ for some j ∈ IR such that j does not occur in ⌊PR1σ⌋
and ⌊PR2σ⌋. Similarly, by definition of (| · |) we have (|(PR1)
L ⌋ (PR2)|) =
λx ⊲ (|PR1|) | λx ⊲ (|PR2|) for some x ∈ VE \ X such that x does not oc-
cur in (|PR1|) and (|PR2|). Now, by definition of pattern expansion we have
〈λx⊲(|PR1|) | λx⊲(|PR2|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]] = (〈λx⊲(|PR1|)〉ρ[[·]] | 〈λx⊲(|PR2|)〉ρ[[·]])σ
[[·]]. It is
easy to see that this is equal to 〈λx⊲(|PR1|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]] | 〈λx⊲(|PR2|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]], and
by Lemma 24, we have that this, in turn, is equal to (λx ⊲ 〈(|PR1|)〉ρ[[·]])σ
[[·]] |
(λx ⊲ 〈(|PR2|)〉ρ[[·]])σ
[[·]].
By definition of (| · |) we have that (|(PR1)
L ⌋ PR2|) ensures that x does
not occur neither in (|PR1|) nor in (|PR2|). If we assume that σ
[[·]](x) = j
we obtain that (λx ⊲ 〈(|PR1|)〉ρ[[·]])σ
[[·]] | (λx ⊲ 〈(|PR2|)〉ρ[[·]])σ
[[·]] is equal to
λj ⊲ 〈(|PR1|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]] | λj ⊲ 〈(|PR2|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]]. By the induction hypothesis we
have ⌊PRiσ⌋ ≡ 〈(|PRi|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]] and hence λj ⊲ ⌊PR1σ⌋ | λj ⊲ ⌊PR2σ⌋ ≡
λj ⊲ 〈(|PR1|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]] | λj ⊲ 〈(|PR2|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]].
The proof that there exist σ[[·]] and ρ[[·]] which are σ–compliant and such that
⌊PRσ⌋ ≡ 〈[[PR]]〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]] holds is similar, but with SP rather than {SP} in
the first base case and with the use of the just proved truth of ⌊PRσ⌋ ≡
〈(|PR|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]] rather than the application of the induction hypothesis in the
fourth case.
Lemma 28 It holds
Rate(k,♦([[PL]])σ, 〈[[PL]]〉ρσ) = k ·
∏
S∈Ω
(
n(〈[[PL]]〉ρσ, S)
n(♦([[PL]])σ, S)
)
where Ω = ♦([[PL]])σ∩(〈[[PL]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL]])σ). The same holds with [[·]] replaced
by (| · |).
PROOF.
Rate(k,♦([[PL]])σ, 〈[[PL]]〉ρσ) = k ·
∏
S∈♦([[PL]])σ
(
n(〈[[PL]]〉ρσ, S)
n(♦([[PL]])σ, S)
)
= k ·
∏
S∈Ω
(
n(〈[[PL]]〉ρσ, S)
n(♦([[PL]])σ, S)
)
·
∏
S∈♦([[PL]])σ\Ω
(
n(〈[[PL]]〉ρσ, S)
n(♦([[PL]])σ, S)
)
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If S 6∈ Ω, then n(〈[[PL]]〉ρσ, S) = n(♦([[PL]])σ, S), hence we obtain
k ·
∏
S∈Ω
(
n(〈[[PL]]〉ρσ, S)
n(♦([[PL]])σ, S)
)
·
∏
S∈♦([[PL]])σ\Ω
(
n(♦([[PL]])σ, S)
n(♦([[PL]])σ, S)
)
that is equal to
k ·
∏
S∈Ω
(
n(〈[[PL]]σ〉ρ, S)
n(♦([[PL]])σ, S)
)
.
The proof of the case in which [[ · ]] is replaced by (| · |) is analogous.
Lemma 29 Given PL1, PL2 ∈ PL, k ∈ IR, σ ∈ Σ and ρ : VM → IN, the
following two equalities hold
(a) Rate(k2,♦([[PL1 | PL2]])σ, 〈[[PL1 | PL2]]〉ρσ) =
Rate(k,♦([[PL1]])σ, 〈[[PL1]]〉ρσ) · Rate(k,♦([[PL2]])σ, 〈[[PL2]]〉ρσ) ;
(b) Rate(k2,♦([[(PX1)
L ⌋ PX2]])σ, 〈[[(PX1)
L ⌋ PX2]]〉ρσ) =
Rate(k,♦((|PX1|))σ, 〈(|PX1|)〉ρσ) · Rate(k,♦((|PX2|))σ, 〈(|PX2|)〉ρσ) .
The same equations hold with [[ · ]] replaced by (| · |).
PROOF. We start with the proof of equation (a). By Lemma 28 we have
that Rate(k2,♦([[PL1 | PL2]])σ, 〈[[PL1 | PL2]]〉ρσ) is equal to
k2
∏
S∈Ω
(
n(〈[[PL1 | PL2]]〉ρσ, S)
n(♦([[PL1 | PL2]])σ, S)
)
(A.1)
where Ω = ♦([[PL1 | PL2]])σ ∩ (〈[[PL1 | PL2]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL1 | PL2]])σ). Now, we
have
♦[[PL1 | PL2]]σ = ♦([[PL1]] | [[PL2]])σ =
(♦([[PL1]]) | ♦([[PL2]])σ = ♦([[PL1]])σ | ♦([[PL2]])σ
and
〈[[PL1 | PL2]]〉ρσ = 〈[[PL1]] | [[PL2]]〉ρσ =
(〈[[PL1]]〉ρ | 〈[[PL2]]〉ρ)σ = 〈[[PL1]]〉ρσ | 〈[[PL2]]〉ρσ .
By these equations and by using simple arithmetics of multisets we can derive:
〈[[PL1 | PL2]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL1 | PL2]])σ
= (〈[[PL1]]〉ρσ | 〈[[PL2]]〉ρσ) \ (♦([[PL1]])σ | ♦([[PL2]])σ)
= (〈[[PL1]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL1]])σ) ∩ (〈[[PL1]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL2]])σ)
∪ (〈[[PL2]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL2]])σ) ∩ (〈[[PL2]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL1]])σ)
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Now, 〈[[PL1]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL1]])σ denotes the multiset of all and only those strings
that occur in the instantiation of some unique or maximal matching in [[PL1]].
The instantiation of a unique matching is ensured to be unique, hence it does
not occur in ♦([[PL1 | PL2]])σ. As regards the maximal matchings, they are
encoding of some term variables in PL1. By the definition of left patterns we
have that term variables can occur only in a operand of a containment op-
erator. Moreover, the definition of [[ · ]] ensures that the strings obtained by
the encoding of an application of a containment operator differ from all the
other strings by the index of some λi or λi symbol they contain. In partic-
ular, they will be different from all the strings obtained by the encoding of
PL2. As a consequence, we have (〈[[PL1]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL1]])σ) ∩ ♦([[PL2]])σ = ∅,
that implies (〈[[PL1]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL1]])σ) ⊆ (〈[[PL1]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL2]])σ, that implies
(〈[[PL1]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL1]])σ) ∩ (〈[[PL1]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL2]])σ = 〈[[PL1]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL1]])σ.
The same reasoning holds by inverting the roles of PL1 and PL2, and finally
we obtain:
〈[[PL1 | PL2]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL1 | PL2]])σ =
(〈[[PL1]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL1]])σ) ∪ (〈[[PL2]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL2]])σ) .
Let us consider again formula A.1. Now, we can write
Ω = ♦([[PL1 | PL2]]) ∩ ((〈[[PL1]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL1]])σ) ∪ (〈[[PL2]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL2]]))
= (♦([[PL1 | PL2]]) ∩ (〈[[PL1]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL1]])σ))
∪ (♦([[PL1 | PL2]]) ∩ (〈[[PL2]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL2]])σ))
= (♦([[PL1]]) ∩ (〈[[PL1]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL1]])σ))
∪ (♦([[PL2]]) ∩ (〈[[PL2]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL2]])σ)) .
where the last equality is again a consequence of (〈[[PL1]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PL1]])σ) ∩
♦([[PL2]])σ = ∅ (and the same with PL1 and PL2 inverted). Formula A.1 can
now be rewritten as
∏
i=1
2k
∏
S∈Ωi
(
n(〈[[PL1 | PL2]]〉ρσ, S)
n(♦([[PL1 | PL2]])σ, S)
)
where Ωi = ♦([[PLi]])σ ∩ (〈[[PLi]]〉ρσ \ ♦([[PLi]])σ). This is equal to
∏
i=1
2k
∏
S∈Ωi
(
n(〈[[PL1]]〉ρσ | 〈[[PL2]]〉ρσ, S)
n(♦([[PL1]])σ | ♦([[PL2]])σ, S)
)
that is ∏
i=1
2k
∏
S∈Ωi
(
n(〈[[PL1]]〉ρσ, S) + n(〈[[PL2]]〉ρσ, S)
n(♦([[PL1]])σ, S) + n(♦([[PL2]])σ, S)
)
.
As we have already observed, if S is obtained by the instantiation of some term
variable in PLi, then it does not occur in PLj with i 6= j, hence n(〈[[PLj]]〉ρσ, S) =
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n(♦([[PLj ]])σ, S) = 0. As a consequence, the formula can be simplified into
∏
i=1
2k
∏
S∈Ωi
(
n(〈[[PLi]]〉ρσ, S)
n(♦([[PLi]])σ, S)
)
that is exactly Rate(k,♦([[PL1]])σ, 〈[[PL1]]〉ρσ) · Rate(k,♦([[PL2]])σ, 〈[[PL2]]〉ρσ).
As regards equation (b), by following the line of the proof of (a) we can ex-
ploit Lemma 28 to obtain a formula analogous to A.1, but with [[PL1 | PL2]]
replaced by [[(PX1)
L ⌋ PX2]], and we can rewrite ♦([[(PX1)
L ⌋ PX2]]) and
〈[[(PX1)
L ⌋ PX2]]〉ρσ (by applying also Lemma 28) so to obtain:
♦([[(PX1)
L ⌋ PX2]])σ = (λx ⊲♦((|PX1|)))σ | (λx ⊲♦((|PX2|)))σ
and
〈[[(PX1)
L ⌋ PX2]]〉ρσ = (λx ⊲ 〈(|PX1|)〉ρ)σ | (λx ⊲ 〈(|PX2|)〉ρ)σ
for some variable x ∈ VE \ X that does not occur neither in (|PX1|) nor in
(|PX2|).
By observing that any string in (λx ⊲♦((|PX1|)))σ is obviously different (in its
first symbol) from any string in (λx ⊲♦((|PX2|)))σ, and that the same holds for
(λx⊲〈(|PX1|)〉ρ)σ and (λx⊲〈(|PX2|)〉ρ)σ, we can follow the reasoning given in the
proof of (a) to conclude that Rate(k2,♦([[(PX1)
L ⌋ PX2]])σ, 〈[[(PX1)
L ⌋ PX2]]〉ρσ)
is equal to
k2
∏
S∈Ω1
(
n((λx ⊲ 〈(|PX1|)〉ρ)σ, S)
n((λx ⊲♦((|PX1|)))σ, S)
) ∏
S∈Ω2
(
n((λx ⊲ 〈(|PX2|)〉ρ)σ, S)
n((λx ⊲♦((|PX2|)))σ, S)
)
with Ω1 = (λx ⊲♦((|PX1|)))σ ∩ (λx ⊲ 〈(|PX1|)〉ρ)σ \ (λx ⊲♦((|PX1|)))σ and Ω2 =
(λx ⊲♦((|PX2|)))σ ∩ (λx ⊲ 〈(|PX2|)〉ρ)σ \ (λx ⊲♦((|PX2|)))σ. Since all the strings
in Ωi start with the same symbol (λσ(x) and λσ(x) for i = 1 and i = 2, respec-
tively) we can rewrite the formula as
∏
i=1
2k
∏
S∈Ω′
i
(
n(〈(|PXi|)〉ρσ, S)
n(♦((|PXi|))σ, S)
)
with Ω′i = (♦((|PXi|)))σ ∩ (〈(|PXi|)〉ρ)σ \ (♦((|PXi|)))σ, and this corresponds
exactly to Rate(k,♦((|PX1|))σ, 〈(|PX1|)〉ρσ) · Rate(k,♦((|PX2|))σ, 〈(|PX2|)〉ρσ).
The proofs of both (a) and (b) when [[ · ]] is replaced by (| · |) are analogous.
Lemma 30 Given PL ∈ PL, σ ∈ Σcls, k ∈ IR and the σ–compliant pattern
expansion parameter function ρ[[·]], it holds
k · comb(PL, σ) =
∑
σ[[·]]∈Σσ(PL)
Rate(k,♦([[PL]])σ
[[·]], 〈[[PL]]〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]])
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where Σσ(PL) is one of the greatest sets of σ–compliant instantiation functions
such that σ
[[·]]
1 , σ
[[·]]
2 ∈ Σσ(PL) implies ♦([[PL]])σ
[[·]]
1 ≡ ♦([[PL]])σ
[[·]]
2 and σ
[[·]]
1 (v) =
σ
[[·]]
2 (v) for any v 6∈ V ar([[PL]]).
PROOF. We first note that there are always infinite possible sets Σσ(PL)
as there are infinite possible instantiations for the variables v 6∈ V ar([[PL]]).
However, the instantiations in Σσ(PL) are σ–compliant and this means that
they agree in the instantiation of variables in X ∪SV ∪VS(TV ). Moreover, by
the definition of the encoding, V ar([[PL]]) ⊂ (VE \ X ) ∪ X ∪ SV ∪ VS(TV )
where VS(TV ) is the union of all VS(X) for all X ∈ TV and VE \ X is
used to provide variables used as subscripts of λ and λ symbols. As a con-
sequence, we have that the size of any Σσ(PL) is equal to the number of
instantations of the subscripts of the λ and λ symbols that correspond to
structually equivalent instantiations of [[PL]]. Now, it is easy to see that the
result of Rate(k,♦([[PL]])σ
[[·]], 〈[[PL]]〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]]) is the same for any σ–compliant
σ[[·]], hence the lemma can be reformulated as
k · comb(PL, σ) = |Σσ(PL)| · Rate(k,♦([[PL]])σ
[[·]], 〈[[PL]]〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]]) (A.2)
Let us first prove A.2 with [[ · ]] replaced by (| · |). We prove this by induction
on the structure of PL.
• Base case:
· Let PL = SP ;
It holds k·comb(SP, σ) = k. Moreover, |Σσ(PL)| = 1 as (|SP |) does not con-
tain any λ and λ. Hence, we have to prove Rate(k,♦((|PL|))σ
[[·]], 〈(|PL|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]]) =
k. We have ♦((|SP |))σ[[·]] = ♦({SP})σ[[·]] = ǫσ[[·]] = ǫ and 〈(|SP |)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]] =
〈{SP}〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]] = SPσ[[·]] and Rate(k, ǫ, SPσ[[·]]) = k.
• Induction cases:
· Let PL = PL1 | PL2;
We first note that k ·comb(PL1 | PL2, σ) = k ·comb(PL1, σ)·comb(PL2, σ) =
(k · comb(PL1, σ)) · (k · comb(PL2, σ)) ·
1
k
. Now, by induction hypothesis we
have that k·comb(PLi, σ) = |Σσ(PLi)|·Rate(k,♦((|PLi|))σ
[[·]], 〈(|PLi|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]]),
hence k·comb(PL1, σ)·comb(PL2, σ) = |Σσ(PL1 | PL2)|·Rate(k,♦((|PL1|))σ
[[·]], 〈(|PL1|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]])·
Rate(k,♦((|PL2|))σ
[[·]], 〈(|PL2|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]]) · 1
k
. By Lemma 29 we have that this
is equivalent to |Σσ(PL1 | PL2)| · Rate(k2,♦((|PL1 | PL2|))σ
[[·]], 〈(|PL1 |
PL2|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]]) · 1
k
, that is |Σσ(PL1 | PL2)| ·Rate(k,♦((|PL1 | PL2|))σ
[[·]], 〈(|PL1 |
PL2|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]]).
· Let PL = (PX1)
L ⌋ PX2;
We have k · comb((PX1)
L ⌋ PX2, σ) = k · comb(PX1, σ) · comb(PX2, σ) that
corresponds to (k · comb′(PX1, σ)) · (k · comb
′(PX2, σ)) ·
1
k
. Now, we have
four cases depending on the syntax of PX1 and PX2. We only consider
the case in which PX1 = PL1 | X and PX2 = PL2 as it is the most inter-
esting. In this case (k · comb′(PX1, σ)) · (k · comb
′(PX2, σ)) ·
1
k
is equal to
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(
k ·
∏
T∈PLσ
(
n((PL|X)σ,T )
PLσ,T )
)
· comb(PL1)
)
(k · comb(PL2) ·
1
k
. By induction hy-
pothesis we have that this is equal to Rate(k,♦((|PL1|))σ
[[·]], 〈(|PL1|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]] ·
Rate(k,♦((|PL2|))σ
[[·]], 〈(|PL2|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]] ·
∏
T∈PL1σ
(
n((PL1|X)σ)
n(PL1σ)
)
. Now, if T ∈
PL1σ is a sequence SPσ, then there are as many such sequences in PL1σ
and in σ(X) as (|SP |)σ[[·]] in ♦((|PL1 | X|))σ
[[·]] and 〈{| • |}X〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]], re-
spectively. Otherwise, if T is a term ((PL3)
L ⌋ PL4)σ, then, since each
occurrence of 〈(|(PL3)
L ⌋ PL4|)〉ρ[[·]]σ in ♦(PL1 | X)σ
[[·]] has a different in-
dex i used as subscript of its λ and λ symbols, we have that there are as
many ((PL3)
L ⌋ PL4)σ in (PL1 | X)σ as possible instantiations of σ
[[·]] in
Σσ(PL1 | X). As a consequence, we can write
∏
T∈PL1σ
(
n((PL | X)σ, T )
PLσ, T )
)
= |Σσ(PL1 | X)|·
∏
S∈♦((|PL|X|))
(
n((〈(|PL | X|)〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]], S)
n((♦((|PL | X|))σ[[·]], S)
)
and use this to obtain Equation A.2.
Now, we split Theorem 15 into soundness and completeness, and prove them
separately.
Theorem 31 (Soundness) Given a finite set of Stochastic CLS rewrite rules
R and T, T ′ ∈ T , it holds T
R,r
−−→ T ′ =⇒ ⌊T ⌋
R[[·]],r
=⇒ ⌊T ′⌋ where R[[·]] is the
translation of R into sSMSR.
PROOF. By definition of the semantics of Stochastic CLS we have that,
in order to prove the theorem, we have to prove that T
R,T ′′,r′,b
−−−−−→ T ′ implies
⌊R⌋
R[[·]],r
=⇒ with r′ · b = r. We prove this by induction on the derivation of
T
R,T ′′,r′,b
−−−−−→ T ′. Let us first consider the case of the closure of the semantics
with respect to ≡. In this case we have that the transition performed by T is
derived by applying one of the inference rules of the semantics of Stochastic
CLS to a term T ′′′ such that T ≡ T ′′′. It is easy to see that the application
of mosto of the axioms of the structural congruence of Stochastic CLS can be
simulated by the application of axioms of teh structural congruence of sSMSR.
This does not hold for axioms T | ǫ ≡ T and (ǫ)L ⌋ ǫ ≡ ǫ of Stochastic CLS.
However, the application of these axioms does not enable the application of
any new rewrite rule.
Now, we have to consider the four cases corresponding to the inference rules of
the semantics of Stochastic CLS. In all these cases we assume R = PL
k
7→ PR
and, consequently, R[[·]] = [[PL]]
k
7→ [[PR]].
• Let the last inference rule used to derive T
R,T ′′,r′,b
−−−−−→ T ′ be rule 1; we have
that there exists σ such that T ≡ PLσ and T
′ ≡ PRσ. Moreover, we have
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r′ = k · comb(PLσ) and b = 1. By Lemma 27 we have 〈[[PL]]〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]] ≡ ⌊PLσ⌋
and 〈[[PR]]〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]] ≡ ⌊PRσ⌋, where σ
[[·]] and ρ[[·]] are σ–compliant. This means
that R[[·]] is applicable to ⌊PLσ⌋, that is ⌊T ⌋, and consequently ⌊T ⌋ ≡
〈[[PL]]〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]]
R[[·]],♦([[PL]])σ
[[·]],Rate(k,♦([[PL]])σ
[[·]],〈[[PL]]〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]])
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ 〈[[PR]]〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]] ≡ ⌊T ′⌋.
By Definition 14 we have that there exist as many transitions like this
as possible different σ–compliant instantiation functions that, once applied
to 〈[[PL]]〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]], give structurally congruent results. This means that in
[[R]]
R[[·]],r
=⇒ [[T ′]], we have r =
∑
σ[[·]]∈Σσ(PL)
Rate(k,♦([[PL]])σ
[[·]], 〈[[PL]]〉ρ[[·]]σ
[[·]])
with Σσ(PL) defined as in Lemma 30, and hence, by applying such a lemma,
we obtain that r = k · comb(PL, σ) = r
′ · b.
• Let the last inference rule used to derive T
R,T ′′,r′,b
−−−−−→ T ′ be rule 2; as a
consequence T = T1 | T3, T
′ = T2 | T3 and T1
R,T ′′,r′,b′
−−−−−→ T2 with b =
b′ ·binom(T ′′, T1, T3). By definition of ⌊·⌋ we have ⌊T1 | T3⌋ = ⌊T1⌋ | ⌊T3⌋ and
⌊T2 | T3⌋ = ⌊T2⌋ | ⌊T3⌋. By induction hypothesis we have that ⌊T1⌋
R[[·]],r′′
=⇒
⌊T2⌋ with r
′′ = r′ · b′. We have to prove that ⌊T1⌋ | ⌊T3⌋
R[[·]],r
=⇒ ⌊T2⌋ | ⌊T3⌋
with r = r′ · b = r′ · b′ · binom(T ′′, T1, T3) = r
′′ · binom(T ′′, T1, T3). Now, by
definition of Rate we have that Rate(k,♦([[PL]])σ
[[·]], ⌊T1⌋ | ⌊T3⌋) is
k
∏
S∈♦([[PL]])σ[[·]]
(
n(⌊T1⌋ | ⌊T3⌋, S)
n(♦([[PL]])σ[[·]], S)
)
= k
∏
S∈♦([[PL]])σ[[·]]
(
n(⌊T1⌋, S) + n(⌊T3⌋, S)
n(♦([[PL]])σ[[·]], S)
)
that is, by assuming binom to be the analogous of binom defined on sSMSR
string multisets,
k
∏
S∈♦([[PL]])σ[[·]]
(
n(⌊T1⌋, S)
n(♦([[PL]])σ[[·]], S)
)
· binom(♦([[PL]])σ
[[·]], ⌊T1⌋, ⌊T3⌋)
that is Rate(k,♦([[PL]])σ
[[·]], ⌊T1⌋) · binom(♦([[PL]])σ
[[·]], ⌊T1⌋, ⌊T3⌋). As a con-
sequence, r = r′′ · binom(♦([[PL]])σ
[[·]], ⌊T1⌋, ⌊T3⌋). Since ♦([[PL]])σ
[[·]] repre-
sents the reactants of R[[·]], that are represented by T ′′ in the Stochastic CLS
transition, it holds binom(♦([[PL]])σ
[[·]], ⌊T1⌋, ⌊T3⌋) = binom(T
′′, T1, T3). This
implies r = r′′ · binom(T ′′, T1, T3) that is exactly r
′ · b.
• Let the last inference rule used to derive T
R,T ′′,r′,b
−−−−−→ T ′ be 3; we have b =
1, T = (T1)
L ⌋ T3, T
′ = (T2)
L ⌋ T3, T
′′ = T and T1
R,T ′′′,r′/b′,b′
−−−−−−−→ T2 for some
b′ and T ′′′. By induction hypothesis we know that ⌊T1⌋
R[[·]],r′
=⇒ ⌊T2⌋. Now,
⌊(T1)
L ⌋ T3 = λi ⊲ ⌊T1⌋ | λi ⊲ ⌊T3⌋ for some fresh index i. It is easy to see
that λi ⊲ ⌊T1⌋
R[[·]],r′
=⇒ λi ⊲ ⌊T2⌋, as all the introduced occurrences of symbol
λi can be added to the instantiation of ∆ in R
[[·]]. As a consequence, since
λi ⊲ ⌊T1⌋ and λi ⊲ ⌊T3⌋ does not share any string, it also holds λi ⊲ ⌊T1⌋ |
λi ⊲ ⌊Tr⌋
R[[·]],r′
=⇒ λi ⊲ ⌊T2⌋ | λi ⊲ ⌊Tr⌋, that is T
R[[·]],r′·b
=⇒ T ′.
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• Let the last inference rule used to derive T
R,T ′′,r′,b
−−−−−→ T ′ be 4; this case is
analogous to the previous one.
Theorem 32 (Completeness) Given a finite set of Stochastic CLS rewrite
rules R and T, T ′ ∈ T , it holds ⌊T ⌋
R[[·]],r
=⇒ ⌊T ′⌋ =⇒ T
R,r
−−→ T ′ where R[[·]] is the
translation of R into sSMSR.
PROOF. The proof of completeness is made easier by the fact that it is
possible to define two (partial) functions ⌊ · ⌋−1 and [[ · ]]−1 that can be used to
translate back to Stochastic CLS the string multiset and the rewrite rules of
sSMSR obtained by the encoding functions ⌊ · ⌋ and [[ · ]]. The two functions
⌊ · ⌋−1 : M → T and [[ · ]]−1 : MP → PR are defined as the least functions
satisfying the following rules:
⌊λi ⊲ M1 | λi ⊲ M2⌋
−1 = ⌊M1⌋
−1 | ⌊M2⌋
−1 ⌊ • ·S⌋−1 = S
⌊λi ⊲ M⌋
−1 = ⌊M⌋−1 ⌊λi ⊲M⌋
−1 = ⌊M⌋−1
and
[[λx ⊲ MP1 | λx ⊲MP2]]
−1 = [[MP1]]
−1 | [[MP2]]
−1 [[ • ·SP ]]−1 = SP
[[λx ⊲MP ]]
−1 = [[MP ]]−1 [[λx ⊲ MP ]]
−1 = [[MP ]]−1
[[{| • |}X ]]
−1 = X [[{• · SP}]]−1 = SP
It is easy to see that ⌊⌊T ⌋⌋−1 ≡ T , [[[[PR]]]]
−1 ≡ PR and [[(|PR|)]]
−1 ≡ PR hold
by the construction of ⌊ · ⌋−1 and [[ · ]]−1. Now, ⌊T ⌋
R[[·]],r
=⇒ ⌊T ′⌋ means that rule
R[[·]] can be applied to ⌊T ⌋. The rewrite rule R can be obtained by applying
[[ · ]]−1 to the left and right patterns of R[[·]], after removing all the occurrences
of ∆. The definition of ⌊ · ⌋−1 and [[ · ]]−1 ensures that also R can be applied
to T , namely a transition T
R,r′
−−→ T ′ can be performed for some r′ ∈ IR. Now,
we only have to show that r′ = r: by Theorem 31 we have that T
R,r′
−−→ T ′
implies ⌊T ⌋
R[[·]],r′
=⇒ ⌊T ′⌋, but ⌊T ⌋
R[[·]],r′
=⇒ ⌊T ′⌋ is unique because, by definition, it
groups all the transitions ⌊T ⌋
R[[·]],M,r′′
−−−−−→ ⌊T ⌋ for any M ∈ M and r′′ ∈ IR. As
a consequence r = r′.
Theorem 15 is a direct consequence of Theorems 31 and 32.
B Proof of Theorem 21
We split Theorem 21 into soundness and completeness, and prove them sepa-
rately.
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Before giving the proofs we make a simple consideration: as in the encoding
of any process P we never use, inside the reactants of a rule, any instance
of the matching operators, then for any rule (MP,MP ′, k) ∈ RP it holds
〈MP 〉ρ ≡ MP and 〈MP
′〉ρ ≡ MP
′. Furthermore, due to the absence of the
matching operators in the encoding of any SPi process, the constraint in the
semantics of sSMSR which is used to provide correctness of the behavior of
such an operator is always satisfied for any term representing the encoding
of a SPi process. These considerations let us avoid to discuss on both the
patterns expansion and on the mentioned constraint in all the following proofs.
Furthermore, in the following proofs, we say top–level descriptions instead of
descriptions of the top–level components for the sake of simplicity.
Theorem 33 (Soundness) Given a SPi process P and its sSMSR encoding
〈MP , RP 〉, it holds: P
r
−→ P ′ =⇒MP
R,M,v
−−−→MP ′
PROOF. We prove the theorem by induction on the rules of the semantics
of SPi.
- Let P ≡ x〈n〉.P1 + Σ | x(m).P2 + Σ
′ and P ′ ≡ P1 | P2{n/m}, we prove
x〈n〉.P1 + Σ | x(m).P2 + Σ
′ rate(x)−−−−→ P1 | P2{n/m} =⇒ MP
R,M,v
−−−→ MP ′ . By
definition, the process description encoding of P , namely I(P, ǫ), is such
that the two computed descriptions of the top–level components will be
denoted by two identifiers, let us assume them to be A and B. By the
definition of the encoding of P the sSMSR term MP representing the state
of the system is, given any function γ, MP ≡ (A | B){γ(c)/c} ≡ A | B
because no channels appear in both the patterns A and B. Furthermore,
the sSMSR rewriting rule obtained by the encoding of P is R ∈ RxP where
R : A | B
rate(x)
7→ MP1 | MP2 | SA | SB. Multisets MP1 and MP2 are
obtained as the union of sequence patterns representing the identifiers of
the descriptions of the top–level components recursively computed by the
function I on the continuation of the input and output actions, respectively.
Patterns SA and SB are either ǫ or A (and B respectively) if the action of the
process was obtained by the application of the structural congruence relation
for a replication action. In order to derive a transition of the semantics of
sSMSR we must satisfy all the premises of the inference rule. We consider
an instantiation function σ = {(n, v)} where v is a fresh name for the rule R
and for the term MP . By the definition of the semantics of sSMSR we have
A | B ≡ M1 | M3; as we have 〈A | B〉ρσ ≡ A | B, then A | B ≡ M1 and
M3 ≡ ǫ. As regards the constraints in the semantics of sSMSR we have that:
the constraint on the pairs of free variables is satisfied because we have just
one free variable in R, namely n, while the constraint on n is satisfied by
the suitable choice of the value v. In order to derive the correct transition
of the semantics we now divide the proof by cases on SA and SB:
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(a) if SA ≡ SB ≡ ǫ then both the input and output actions are not prefixed by
any replication. In particular the descriptions of the top–level components
of process P are {(A, x〈n〉.(IDP11 | . . . | ID
P1
t )+
∑
IPΣ), (B, x(m).(ID
P2
1 ·
m | . . . | IDP2k ·m)+
∑
IPΣ′)}. Patterns ID
P1
i with i = 1, . . . , t and patterns
IDP2j with j = 1, . . . , k are the identifiers of the descriptions of the inner–
level components recursively computed on P1 and P2, respectively; pat-
terns
∑
IPΣ and
∑
IPΣ′ are the intermediate process descriptions recur-
sively computed on Σ and Σ′, respectively. By satisfying all the premises of
the inference rule we derive the sSMSR transition A | B
R,A|B,rate(x)
−−−−−−−−→ M2
where M2 ≡ ID
P1
1 | . . . | ID
P1
t | ID
P2
1 · v | . . . | ID
P2
k · v represents the
encoding of P ′.
(b) if SA ≡ A and SB ≡ ǫ then the output action is prefixed by a replication,
namely was of the form !x〈n〉.P and the process does not contain any
action in Σ. By using the structural congruence relation on SPi process,
the action is rewritten in x〈n〉.(P |!x〈n〉.P ) with P1 ≡ (P |!x〈n〉.P ). With
respect to the encoding of P the description of the top–level component A
is, in this case, of the form (A, !x〈n〉.(IDP11 | . . . | ID
P1
t )). Patterns ID
P1
i
with i = 1, . . . , t are the identifiers of the descriptions of the inner–level
components recursively computed on P . The description of B is the same
as in case (a) of the proof. The transition of the semantics of sSMSR
derived in this case is A | B
R,A|B,rate(x)
−−−−−−−−→ M2, where M2 ≡ ID
P1
1 | . . . |
IDP1t | ID
P2
1 · v | ID
P2
k · v | A represents the encoding of P
′.
(c) if SA ≡ ǫ and SB ≡ B then the proof is analogous to the case (b) where
only the input action is prefixed by a replication.
(d) if SA ≡ A and SB ≡ B then the proof is analogous to the combination of
cases (c) and (b) where both the input and the output actions are prefixed
by a replication.
- We prove νx P
r
−→ νx P ′ =⇒ MνxP
R,M,v
−−−→ MνxP ′ where MνxP and MνxP ′
denote the encoding of processes νxP and νxP ′, respectively. The rule of
the SPi semantics has got the premise P
r
−→ P ′; we assume the theorem
on P and P ′, namely we assume P
r
−→ P ′ =⇒ MP
R′,M ′,v′
−−−−−→ MP ′ where
M ′ ≡ IDM
′
1 ·SP
M ′
1 | . . . | ID
M ′
k ·SP
M ′
k . Notice that rule R
′, used to derive the
transition MP
R′,M ′,v′
−−−−−→MP ′ , belongs to the set of rules RP which is, by the
definition of I, different from the set of rules RνxP . By definition the process
descriptions derived by the encoding of νxP and of νxP ′ are I(νxP, ǫ) =
I(P, x) = (D,D′, E) and I(νxP ′, ǫ) = I(P ′, x) = (D1, D
′
1, E1), respectively.
Let us assume I(P, x) = (D2, D
′
2, E2) and I(P
′, x) = (D3, D
′
3, E3), by the
definition of I it holds that E = E2, E1 = E3, ∀(ID · SP, IP ) ∈ D2 ∪
D′2. (ID·x·SP, IP ) ∈ D∪D
′ and ∀(ID·SP, IP ) ∈ D3∪D
′
3. (ID·x·SP, IP ) ∈
D1 ∪D
′
1. We show that, as we can derive the transition MP
R′,M ′,v′
−−−−−→ MP ′ ,
then by modifying the values which satisfy the premises of the inference
rule, we can derive the transition MνxP
R,M,v
−−−→ MνxP ′. In particular, the
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term MνxP , obtained by the encoding of νxP , is (ID1 · x · SP1 | . . . |
IDk · x · SPk){γ(c)/c}, while the term MP , obtained by the encoding of P ,
is (ID1 · SP1 | . . . | IDk · SPk){γ(c)/c}. If the reactants of R
′ would have
been instantiated by using an instantiation function σ in order to match the
termMP , then the instantiation function σ
′ used to apply rule R toMνxP is
obtained by extending σ: σ′ = σ∪{(x, γ(x))} for the same γ function used to
encode P . As regards the constraints, we have that, as they are satisfied by
the application of the rule R′ with state MP , then they are still satisfied by
the the application of R in stateMνxP . Furthermore, asMP is rewritten into
MP ′ ≡ (ID
′
1 ·SP
′
1 | . . . | ID
′
t ·SP
′
t ){γ(c)/c} then by the definition of I it holds
MνxP ′ ≡ (ID
′
1 · x · SP
′
1 | . . . | ID
′
k · x · SP
′
t){γ(c)/c}. It is clear that is possible
to derive the transition of the semantics of sSMSR:P MνxP
R,M ′ν ,v−−−−→ MνxP ′ ,
where M ′ν ≡ ID
M ′
1 · σ
′(x) · SPM
′
1 | . . . | ID
M ′
k · σ
′(x) · SPM
′
k and MνxP and
MνxP ′ represent the encoding of νxP and νxP
′, respectively.
- We prove Q | P
r
−→ Q | P ′ =⇒ MQ|P
R,M,v
−−−→ MQ|P ′ where MQ|P and MQ|P ′
denote the encoding of process Q | P and Q | P ′, respectively. The rule
of the SPi semantics has got the premise P
r
−→ P ′, we assume the the-
orem on P and P ′, namely we assume P
r
−→ P ′ =⇒ MP
R′,M ′,v′
−−−−−→ MP ′ .
Notice that rule R′, used to derive the transition MP
R′,M ′,v′
−−−−−→ MP ′, be-
longs to the set of rules RP which is, by the definition of I, a subset of
RQ|P , namely RP ⊆ RQ|P . We must satisfy all the premises of the seman-
tics of sSMSR in order to derive the correct transition. As regard the in-
stantiation function σ, we can use the same instantiation function used to
derive the transition of the inductive hypothesis. The state of the system,
M1 | M3, is such that M1 ≡ MP and M3 ≡ MQ by definition of the func-
tion I. In particular, let I(P, ǫ) = (DP , D
′
P , EP ), I(Q, ǫ) = (DQ, D
′
Q, EQ),
I(P ′, ǫ) = (DP ′, D
′
P ′, EP ′), EQ ∩ EP = ∅ and EQ ∩ EP ′ = ∅; by definition
of I we have that I(Q | P, ǫ) = (DQ ∪ DP , D
′
Q ∪ D
′
P , EQ ∪ EP ) and that
I(Q | P ′, ǫ) = (DQ ∪DP ′, D
′
Q ∪D
′
P ′ , EQ ∪ EP ′). Furthermore, as MP ≡M1
and MP
R′,M ′,v′
−−−−−→ MP ′, then MP ′ ≡ M2. As regards the constraints, let us
assume an instantiation function σ′ which extends the instantiation func-
tion σ used to satisfy the constraints in the derivation of the inductive
hypothesis. Notice that there exist infinite substitutions σ′ which satisfy
the constraint in state MP | MQ. It is clear that it is possible to derive
the transition of the semantics of sSMSR MQ|P
R,MP ,v−−−−→ M2 | M3 where
M2 |M3 ≡MP ′ |MQ ≡MQ|P ′.
Theorem 34 (Completeness) Given a SPi process P and its sSMSR en-
coding (MP , RP ), it holds: MP
R,M,v
−−−→MP ′ =⇒ P
r
−→ P ′
PROOF. Let us assume MP ≡MP1 |MP3 and let us assume all the premises
of the semantics rule of sSMSR. All the rules obtained by the encoding of a
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SPi process P have as reactants a multiset pattern containing two sequence
patterns, let us assume that the rule used to derive the sSMSR transition,
R : MP1
k
7→ MP2, is such that MP1σ ≡ SP1σ | SP2σ and MP2σ ≡ MPQ1σ |
MPQ2σ | MPSPσ, by using the instantiation function σ assumed as premise.
Say R models the communication of a process P1 on the channel x, namely
R ∈ RxP1 and P
′
1 and P
′′
1 are two processes of P1 that can communicate on x.
As regards R we have that SP1 and SP2 are the sequence patterns identifying
the intermediate process descriptions of P ′1 and P
′′
1 computed by function I;
furthermore, MPQ1 and MPQ2 are the union of sequence patterns identifying
the encoding of the continuations of the communication actions. Finally, the
multiset MPSP denotes the fact that P
′
1 and P
′′
1 could have a replication. We
divide the proof by cases on the structure of MP3 and of MPSP .
- Let MP3 ≡ ǫ, we show that the sSMSR transition MP1
R,M,v
−−−→ MPQ1σ |
MPQ2σ | MPSPσ models a communication inside the process encoded by
the term MP1 . In particular, the structure of such a process depends on the
structure of the term MPSP . We divide the proof by cases on the structure
of MPSP .
(a) Let MPSP ≡ ǫ, then P
′
1 and P
′′
1 have no replication action. The descrip-
tions of the top–level components of P1 would be, reflecting the structure
of MP1 , of the form
(SP1, x〈y〉.MPQ1 +MPΣ) (SP2, x(m).MPQ2 +MPΣ′)
where MPΣ and MPΣ′ are the intermediate process descriptions of all the
other possible actions of P1. Consequently, the structure of process P1 is
the following:
P1 ≡ νC(x〈y〉.Q1 + Σ | x(m).Q2 + Σ
′)
where νC is a sequence of restrictions for all the channels appearing in P1
as the process is assumed to be closed. The fact that P1 can communicate
on x is due to the fact that R ∈ RxP ′. By the definition of the semantics of
SPi it is possible to derive a transition by applying the rule for restricted
processes once for each channel restriction appearing in C; the derived
transition is P1
rate(x)
−−−−→ Q1 | Q2{y/m}. Notice that, by the structure ofR, the
multiset MPQ1σ |MPQ2σ correctly denotes the encoding of Q1 | Q2{y/m}.
(b) Let MPSP ≡ SP1, then P
′
1 or P
′′
1 had a replication action. Let us assume
that the replication appear inside process P ′1 and that P
′
1 makes an output
action. The descriptions of the top–level components of P1, reflecting the
structure of MP1 , are of the form
(SP1, !x〈y〉.MPQ1) (SP2, x(m).MPQ2 +MPΣ)
where MPΣ is the union of sequence patterns denoting the identifers of all
the other possible communications. Consequently, the structure of process
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P1 is the following:
P1 ≡ νC(!x〈y〉.Q1 | x(m).Q2 + Σ)
where νC is a sequence of restrictions for all the channels appearing in P1
as the process is assumed to be closed. The fact that P1 can communicate
on x is due to the fact thatR ∈ RxP ′ . By the definition of the structural con-
gruence relation on SPi processes it is possible to rewrite P1 as x〈y〉.(Q1 |
!x〈y〉.Q1) | x(m).Q2. As in the case (a) of the proof it is possible, by ap-
plying the rule for restricted processes once for each channel restriction
appearing in C, to derive the transition P1
rate(x)
−−−−→ Q1 |!x〈y〉.Q1 | Q2{y/m}.
Notice that, by the structure of R, the multiset MPQ1σ | MPQ2σ | SP1σ
correctly denotes the encoding of Q1 |!x〈y〉.Q1 | Q2{y/m}.
(c) Let MPSP ≡ SP2, then the proof is analogous to case (b) where the
replication appearing in P ′1 is an input action rather than an output one.
(d) Let MPSP ≡ SP1 | SP2, then the proof is a combination of both the cases
(b) and (c) where both the processes have a replication action.
- Let MP3 6≡ ǫ, then MP3 is a term which represent the encoding of a SPi
process, say Q. It is possible to prove, as in the case of MP3 ≡ ǫ, that the
process described by the term MP1 , rewritten by means of MP2 , models a
SPi communication. Thus it is possible to derive the SPi transition P1
r
−→ P2
where P1 and P2 are the processes described by MP1σ. With respect to the
semantics of SPi it is possible to derive the transition P1 | Q
r
−→ P2 | Q.
The proof of Theorem 21 is a direct consequence of Theorems 33 and 34.
C Proof of Theorem 22
PROOF. Let P ≡ P1 | . . . | Pn such that the processes Pi with i = 1, . . . , n
are of the form of a summation, Pi ≡ Σi. By definition we know that Inx(P ) =∑n
i=i Inx(Pi) and that Outx(P ) =
∑n
i=iOutx(Pi). All the possible communi-
cations of process P on channel x can be computed as:
Inx(P ) ·Outx(P ) =
(
n∑
i=i
Inx(Pi)
)
·
(
n∑
i=i
Outx(Pi)
)
=
 n∑
i,j=1
i6=j
Inx(Pi) ·Outx(Pj)
+ n∑
i=i
(Inx(Pi) ·Outx(Pi))
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The term Mixx(P ), used to compute all the wrong communications with
respect to the semantics of SPi, can be defined as
Mixx(P ) =
n∑
i=i
(Inx(Pi) ·Outx(Pi))
The communications computed by Mixx(P ) are wrong because are computed
within the actions of the same process, Pi with i = 1, . . . , n. The channel
activity of process P on channel x can be computed as
Actx(P ) = (Inx(P ) ·Outx(P ))−Mixx(P )
=
n∑
i,j=1i6=j
Inx(Pi) ·Outx(Pj)
As we formally defined the channel activity of a SPi process, we can now prove
the theorem by induction on the size of P .
(Base case) Let P ≡ P1 | P2 where P1 and P2 are processes in the form
of a summation, Pi ≡ Σi. In particular each summation Σi can be either
a summation of actions or a single replication; in this proof we assume
that each summation is a summation of actions The proof in the case of
the replication, is a particular case of this one. By definition the channel
activity of P is
Actx(P ) = Inx(P1) ·Outx(P2) + Inx(P2) ·Outx(P1)
Let the summations be the following
Σ1 ≡ π
1,i
1 .P11 + . . .+ π
1,i
n1 .Pn11 + π
1,o
1 .Pni+11 + . . .+ π
1,o
m1.Pn1+m11 + Σ
Σ2 ≡ π
2,i
2 .P11 + . . .+ π
2,i
n1 .Pn11 + π
2,o
1 .Pni+11 + . . .+ π
2,o
m1.Pn1+m11 + Σ
′
where π1,ij .Pj1 with j = 1, . . . , n1 are the n1 input actions on channel x
of process P1, π
1,o
k .Pn1+k1 with k = 1, . . . , m1 are the m1 output actions
on channel x of process P1 and, finally, Σ denotes all the other actions, of
process P1, on channels different from x. Analogously, π
2,i
j .Pj2 with j =
1, . . . , n2 are the n2 input actions on channel x of process P2, π
2,o
k .Pn2+k1
with k = 1, . . . , m2 are the m2 output actions on channel x of process P2
and, finally, Σ′ denotes all the other actions, of process P2, on channels
different from x. Trivially, the channel activity of P is equal to n1 ·m2+n2 ·
m1. Let us denote with R
x
P ⊆ R
x
P the set of rules describing all the possible
communications on x in P between the top–level components of the process.
It is trivial to notice that ExitRate(MP , R
x
P ) = ExitRate(MP , R
x
P ). Such a
set is constructed, with respect to the encoding of SPi, as follows
R
x
P = {SPP1 | SPP2
rate(x)
7→ SPP1i | SPP1j ∀i = 1, . . . , n1 ∧ j = n2 + 1, . . . , n2 +m2}
∪ {SPP1 | SPP2
rate(x)
7→ SPP1i | SPP1j ∀i = m1 + 1, . . . , m1 + n1 ∧ j = 1, . . . , n2}
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where SPP1, SPP2, SPP1j and SPP2i are the identifiers of the processes P1,
P2, of the j-th process of P1 and of the i-th process of P2, respectively. Such
a set of rules represent all the possible communications in P on channel x of
the top–level components. Furthermore, all the rules are different because,
by definition of the encoding, all the identifiers are different. This yields the
fact that the set of transitions that can be derived by the state MP contains
exactly one transition with rate rate(x) for each rule, namely n1 ·m2+n2·m1
transitions with rate rate(x).
(Induction case) Let P ≡ P1 | . . . | Pn | Pn+1 ≡ P | Pn+1 with n ≥ 2. In
particular, as in the base case of the proof, each summation Σi can be either
a summation of actions or a single replication; also in this proof we assume
that each summation is a summation of actions being the proof in the case
of the replication a particular case of this one. By definition the channel
activity of P is
Actx(P ) = (Inx(P ) ·Outx(P ))−Mixx(P )
=
n+1∑
i=1
n+1∑
j=1 ,i6=j
Inx(Pi) ·Outx(Pj)
=
 n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1 ,i6=j
Inx(Pi) ·Outx(Pj)

+
n∑
i=1
Inx(Pn+1) ·Outx(Pi) +
n∑
i=1
Inx(Pi) ·Outx(Pn+1)
= Actx(P ) +
n∑
i=1
Inx(Pn+1) ·Outx(Pi) +
n∑
i=1
Inx(Pi) ·Outx(Pn+1)
We assume the induction hypothesis on P , namely we assume
Actx(P ) = ExitRate(MP , R
x
P
) = ExitRate(MP , R
x
P )
We recall that, by the assumptions on the encodable SPi processes, each
name of the encoded processes is different; we now divide the proof by cases
on Pn+1:
(a) If Pn+1 does not contain any communication on channel x between any
top–level component then, by definition of the encoding, RxP = R
x
P
. The
rate computed with respect to the set of transitions that can be derived
from state MP is, trivially, the same that can be computed with respect
to the transitions than can be derived by state MP because Pn+1 does not
communicate with any process of P on channel x. Formally, Actx(P ) =
Actx(P ) and the proof follows by the induction hypothesis.
(b) Let Pn+1 contains a communication on channel x between any top–level
component then, by definition of the encoding, RxP ⊃ R
x
P
. Let us assume
the form of each process Pj of P to be the following
Σj ≡ π
j,i
1 .P
j
1 + . . .+ π
j,i
nj .P
j
nj + π
j,o
1 .P
j
nj+1 + . . .+ π
j,o
mj .P
j
nj+mj + Σ
j
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where the meaning of Σj is the same of the base case of the proof. By
definition Inx(Pi) = n
i and Outx(Pi) = m
i with i = 1, . . . , n+1, then the
channel activity of x can be computed as
Actx(P ) = Actx(P ) +
n∑
i=1
(nn+1 ·mi) +
n∑
i=1
(ni ·mn+1)
Let us denote with R
x,i
P the set of rules describing all the possible com-
munications on x between any top–level component of the processes Pi
and Pn+1. Such a set can be built similarly to what done for the set of
rewriting rules in the base case of the proof. It holds that
R
x
P =
(
n⋃
i=1
R
x,i
P
)
∪R
x
P
and, by the assumption on the encodable SPi processes, it holds that(⋃n
i=1R
x,i
P
)
∩ R
x
P = ∅. This because no possible communications of Pn+1
could have been modeled by rules in R
x
P as the encoding of Pn+1 is different
from the encoding of any other process in P . We can compute the exit
rate of state MP with rules R
x
P as follows:
ExitRate(MP , R
x
P ) =
∑
{r|MP
R,M′,r
−−−−→MP ′ ∧ R∈R
x
P }
r
=
∑
{r|MP
R,M′,r
−−−−→MP ′ ∧ R∈R
x
P }
r
+
∑
{r|MP
R,M′,r
−−−−→MP ′ ∧ R∈
⋃n
i=1
R
x,i
P }
r
Notice that ExitRate(MP , R
x
P ) =
∑
{r|MP
R,M′,r
−−−−→MP ′ ∧ R∈R
x
P }
r, because,
MPn+1 6≡ MPi by the assumptions on SPi processes. Then the rate com-
puted for all the transitions that can be derived from stateMP is the same
that can be computed for those derived from state MP by applying rules
of R
x
P . The exit rate can be then computed as follows:
ExitRate(MP , R
x
P ) = ExitRate(MP , R
x
P )+
∑
{r|MP
R,M′,r
−−−−→MP ′ ∧ R∈
⋃n
i=1
R
x,i
P }
r
Finally, by the same considerations made in the base case of the proof and
by the assumption on SPi processes, it holds that
∑
{r|MP
R,M′,r
−−−−→MP ′ ∧ R∈
⋃n
i=1
R
x,i
P }
r =∑n
i=1(n
n+1·mi)+
∑n
i=1(n
i·mn+1). Note that such a set of transitions models
all the possible communications of Pn+1 with any other process of P .
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